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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF EDUCATION,

Washington, December, 193e
Sin: Herewith is a-"drasiuscript entitled " The House ofthe People." It presents an account of the educationalexperiment in progress-in Mexico. In that country, wheresome 90 per cent of the people are either Indian or ofIndian origin, very little of what we wouldoi;a11" progress"can be found. Although Mexico- has accepted some of ourideas and practices in government and business, and al-thigh the common language Spanish is In use among ahigh percentage of the people, traditional native customsand standards of living still prevail. It remained forDr. Moisés Sáenz to really find a type of education whichwould suit these people.

Mrs. Katherine M. Cook, who handles the special prob-lems division in the Office of Education, decided to becomemore or less familiar with the indigenous people problemherself since 'we were unable, because of the depression,to employ a specialist in this fleld. In the summer of 1931she went tci Alaska, where she inspected the educationalsystem there rather thoroughly. After her experiences inAlaska she went into Mexico and studied first hand the-educational system established there largely through theefforts of Doctor Sikenz. This manuscript presents a briefdiscussion of what she saw in Mexico and somewhat ofher evaluation of it. It is issued in the hope that it willstimulate more study of educational systems among primi-tive peoples. The people of the United States face difficultproblems in their efforts toward establishing adequate edu-cational systems adapted to the needs of different minoritygroups in continental United States and in some of its out-lying patts. It is hoped that this study may be suggestivein our search for fundamental solutions.
recommend that it be published as a bulletin of thisoffice.

Respectfully submitted.

WM. JOHN COOPER,

Commissioner.
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
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EXPLANATORY &NOTE
oL

This is Bulletin 1932, No. il, and is issued by the
United States Department of the interior, Office

Aof Education. Ray Lyman Wilbur is Secretary of
the Interior and William John Cooper is Commis-

sioner of Education.

Katherine M. Cook, the author of this Bulletin, is
r

chief of the division of special problems. 4-

The illustrations at the beifinning of each chapter
Iare from woodcuts used t& illustrate a series of

readers prepared especially for the rural schools
of Mexico by Prof. Rafael Ramirez. The series
called El Sembrador The Sower---includes four
books corresponding roughly to our first, second,
third, and foise readers.
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INTRODUCTION

TERE ARE a number of reasons for the inrcreasing interest of American educators in educational progressin Mexico. Mexico is one of our two nearest neighbors, and forthat reason alone everythirig that contributes to her welfare isimportant to us.
From a more definitely educational standpoint we are con-irned because of the large number of Mexican children enroll-ing in our schools, especially in the Southwestern States. Ex-perience shows that many of these Mexican children learn tospeak our language and become assimilated into our social andpolitical life only at the expense of much time and effort onthe part of our schoOls. We are beginning to realize that awider knowledge of their country and of their cultural back-round and their social situation rit home might lead to a betterunderstanding of -their needs and abilities. Adequate apprecia-tion of the Mexicans might eventually lead to provision' for moreappropriate education for Mexican children in the UnitedSlates, wherever they are living, permanently or temPorarily.Of special interest to us, too, is Mexico's rather new experi-ment with the educatioWif her large native population. _Inthis field she is making a fine effort to solve a problem withwhich we have long been/ concerned in continental UnitedSlates and in our several outlying parts, namely, the sotial andeconomic upbuilding through education of native peopleshaving different origins and traditions and spiaking differentnatipe languages. This effort is ofgreater interest since Mexico,
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like the United States, is a republic made up of a Federal union
of States. It is therefore dependent, as we are, for good govern-
ment on the intelligence of the people as a whole. Mexico is
beginning to understand and appreciate the close relationship
between education and popular government. In this respect
the nation seems to be satisfying the same need which
prompted the United States to adopt uriiversal public education.

Nor has Mexico failed to be affected by the progressive move-
ments in education which are having so profound an influence
on our own schools. Indeed, it appears that our neighbors
across the Rio Grande have read John Dewey and exponents of
his school of thinking to good effect. According to Prof. Moisés
Sáenz, John Dewey is gospel among Mexican teachers, even
though some of them formerly thought of him as a man havinga,gue connection with the American Navy. " With his phil-
.osophy socialization, with his emphasis on reality, on self-
activity and self-expressión," says Professor Scienz, " Dedit
became a watchword."

These and other very real and mutual interests in educa-
, tional 'policies and practices prompted the preparation of this

bulletin. It is, for the most part, an account of impressions
gained during a month's observation and studg among Mexican
schools, chiefly rural schools. Federal school officials were
guides and companions on schobol-visiting expeditions, explait
ihg conditigns and interpreting school policies and practices.
Information furnished by thesè officials,. often informally and
in answer to direct inquiries, addresso; presented by Federal
o cials during sessions of the fifth seminar conducted by the
Co mittee on Cultural Relations with Latin America (copies
or English translations were usually furnished by the speakers),
and official 'reports and mimeographed materials furnished b
the Director of Rural Schools of the Secretariat of Public Edu-
cation have been drawn upon to verify or amplify observations
and occasionally as source material for certain factual state-
ments. No attempt is made to offer a complete treatment of
the history and progress of any educgtional mourment in Mex-
ico. The author aims to describe certain outstihding fetturesof the rural educational program which she observed..and
believes to be of special interest to educators in the United
States. The larger and more important tendencies, observed
with a desire to understand the spirit which animates the
program rather than its details, are those with which this
bulletin is primarily concerned.

[2]
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HAPTER O N E

.IWRALÓSCHOOLS

INCE 1920 1 a Fed-eral system of rural schools looking toward extengten on a
nation-wide scale has bèen in the Making in Mexico. It wasstimulated and encouraged with the establishment in 1921 of acentral education headquarters corresponding to- what wouldin our çountry be a department of education. By 1924 the Fed-
eral system of schools was well under way.

Up to 1920, education outside the Federal District, which in-cludes Mexico City, and the Territories had been chiefly a Stateresponsibility. This establishment of a school system devoted
to the. education of the rural Indian population as a responsi-bility of the Federal Government is widely accepted as the mostfar-reaching educational conVibution of the revolution of 1910following the overthrow of the Diaz régime.

Beginning with a amallostaff and appropriation, the systemhas grown in scope anrin number of schools. The numberof schools is now estimated at 7,000. Neither the number of
I Skin, Moishs, and Priestley, Herbert L Some Mexican Problems. Lectures on theHarris Foundation. 1926. Chicago, The University of Chicago Press, 1926, p. 64.
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schools nor the enrollment is commensurate with the need
if universal education is the criterion. In 1926, the Subsecre-
tary of Education estimated that only approximately 4 out of
every 10 children were then in the public schools.2 Yet it ap-
pears that the Federal schools in operation are so well distrib-
uted that their influence is nation-wide. Moreover, the requests
coming in to central authorities for additional schools are in
excess of Federal officials' ability to supply with The financial
resources at present available.

v

Schools Adapted to Mexican Life

Like all schools, those in rural Mexico must be viewed in the
light of the situation they are designed to meet, if their ob-
jectives and practices are to be understood. The rural popu-
latign is, in the main, a native, peasant population made up of
many groups representing different traits and stages of civili-
zation and speaking many different dialects. Of Mexico's
14,000,000 inhabitants, at least 10,000,000 are said to be Indian,
or mestizos with a strong mixture of Indian blood. The
remainder are ",whites or near whites." s

Mexico's culture is dominantly rural and handicraft. The
industrial system which prevails in the United States and which
has led to concentration of so large a part of its population is
urban communities and to the almost universal use of machine-
made materials is practically unknown in Mexico.

Doctor Tannenbaum estimates that approximately 80 per
cent of the total population is predominantly rural, if the dif-
ferentiation is made on the basis of " occupied places of less
than 4,000 inhabitants." The greater part of the rural popula-
tion lives in villages, probably -as much as five-sixths of th
total; the others are scattered in the mountains or on isolated
farms. The villages are small, varying in population from 100
to 4,000, but averaging 300 to 500 population. Relatively few
villages have more than a thousand people, while the number
of villages is estimated at more than 62,000.5

In social organization the villages are of two typesthe
hacienda and the ejido or free community. The former is an
integral part of a privately-owned plantation on which the

O

'thid., p. 61.
I Ibid., p. 55.
4 Tannenbaum, Frank. The Merican Agrarian Revolution. The Brookinp Institution,

Washington, D. C.
Ibid.'

[4]
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residents of the village are employed as laborers or on somecontract basis. The latter is a communal village organized
somewhat on the precolonial Aztec plan. The land is the prop-erty of an assignee so lonwas he lives on it and improves it. It
can not be sold. Xochilmilco, the site of the well-known float-ing gardens near Mexico City, is an example of the ejido. Sincethe revolution this type of land ownership has become highlyfavored among a large part of the population, and a consider-able number of large landholdings, some formerly held by non-resident owners, have been distributed among the rural popula-tion who now live in conimunities organized on the ejido plan.There are many " petty industries " or handicrafts carried onthroughout Mexico. In some regions several kinds of industriesare carried on; in others there is considerable industrial orhandicraft specialization. Serapes and other types of wovenmaterials, baskets, pottery, tiles, tooled leather, 114,nd-wroughtsilver, hats, and glass are typical products. In general, agri-culture is carried on to supplement or be supplemented by any'one or more of the handicrafts. Tools are generally simple--even primitive. Wooden plows, resembling Egyptian plows inold prints, are common in Mexico, and their use is an exampleof the historic methods employed in the varied industries car-ried on. Sewing machines are an exception to the prevailinglack of mechanical labor-saving devices. They can be found inmost of the villages and seem to be the one kind of modernmachinery which has gained favor in the country districts. InMexico, regionssometimes even villagesare practically self-sustaining. Imported goods are uncommon outside of the fewlarge cities.
Clothes are of the simplest kinda white-cotton pajama-style suit, a serape, and sombrero for the men; a simple 2-piececotton dress and the prevailing rebozoa long, narrow, usuallydark-colored shawlfor the women. The Indian populationgoes barefoot. When shoes are wornand apparently it is aneconomic questionthey are very simple sandals, composedof leather soles, reasonably heavy, with heel and instep straps,alike for, both men and women. In some of the leather-work-ing centers more pretentious sandals, with elaborate straps ofcolored leather, are fashioned.

Life in-Mexico is reduced to its simplest form. The Indianpopulation raises and makes with its hands practically every-thing that it consumes. Needsat least felt needsare simpleand elementary. One is constantly reminded of what Stuart

[ ]
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Chase ° tells about the " wantlessness " of the Mexican Indian,
which he says is the despair of high-pressure salesmen, and of

his " inertia " in resisting modern trade invasions.
Taste in housing is as simple as in clothes. Crude huts, made

chiefly of the native bamboo with thatched roofs, are used in the
tropical lowlandsthe tierra caliente. Many have but one

room, which answers all purposes for the family. Adobe huts,
sometimes with thatched roofs, sometimes with tiled roofs, are
found on the plateau. In the larger villages long, flat adobe
houses are built around a compound. The more pretentious
houses are usually built around a patio. Practically all homes
in the country are of local materials, generally of the kinds
found in or close to the local community.

Mexican villages are much alike in appearance, allowing for
the differences based on climatic conditions, and the people
are much alike in manner of living and of making a living.
They differ widely in traits, in traditions and customs, and
especially in language. At least 50 different native dialects are
in Use. Spanish is accepted as the common language, although
in many Indian villages, especially those remote from centers
of population, only the native tongue is used. Many, however,
speak two languages, Spanish and Aztec, for example, or what-
ever the native tongue may be.

The economic level is low throughout rural Mexico. Yet

there is apparent agreement among experienced observers
that the Mexican people have " an undeniable artistic tempera-
ment, refined and modernized by the Spanish crossing," a cer-
tain genius for color, a quaint sense of humor, skill in the
handicrafts, and an " ever-present sense of racial pride."

This, briefly, is the situation which the new rural schools
are established to improve. Indians are said to have a strong
sense of community, since Aztec and colonial civilizations both
fostered community organization. There is also a strong desire
for education. "Land and justice " was the slogan of the revo-
lution. Thousands of men responsible for its success came
from villages in which schools had never existed, and learned
through the revolution something of the importance of the
education of which they had been deprived. These two quali-
tiesa certain community solidarity and a desire to improve
their social situationare, no doubt, responsible in a large
measure for the rapid extension of rural schools.

O Mexico: A Study of Two Americas. By Stuart Chase in collaboration Idth Mario
Tyler. New York, The Macmillan Co.

[6]
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How the Rural Schools are Established

In the beginning " missionaries " were sent out by the Secrei-
tariat of Public Education to travel from village to village
throughout the country " to preach the gospel of the new
school, to invigorate the people, and to tell them about the new
day." When the community became aroused to the need, a
school was established with a teacher selected from the com-
munity. The teacher's salary was paid by the Federal Govern-
ment. " No equipment was sent; no city teachers. Thus the
new school came into existence, a school which has no peda-
gogy, a school with a strong social sense; with no normal
training; without a tradition." 7

The program once under way, further efforts to arouse com-
munities became less necessaryincreasingly now the estab-
lishment of schools can await a demand for them on the part
of the communities. According to present practice, the Federal
Government establishes the schools and furnishes teachers, buf
does so on condition that the request for the school comes from
the community with the assurance that the community will
share the responsibility of building and maintaining it. Teach-
ers are recruited from the region or the community itself
preferably from the community if a qualified resident is
available.

In initiating and maintaining the 'ambitious program of sup-
plying schools of a new type to its several million rural indige-
nous people 8 Mexico was fortunate in many respects. There
were no hard and fast traditions concerning the purposes and
practices of public schools to follo;ir, nor fixed prejudices to
overcome. Elaborate and expensive buildings and equipment
were not essential in the new program. Climafic conditions
favored _and custom approved the use of the simple building
materials which were at hand. More important still, the edu-
cational leadership responsible for the program was free to
establish new principles and policies and to proceed along
lines designed to meet specific needs as they understood and
interpreted them. For example, the principle of self-help,
deemed important by the leaders, is exemplified in the policy
set up by the Federal Government of establishing schools only

T Ssienz, Moisis. Newer Aspects of EduCation in Mexico. Bulletin of the Pan Amer-ican Union, 63 September, 1929.
s Dr. Mole& Siena estimates that there are " four inillion Indians and six millionmestizo peasants--i-ten million human beings who have been heretofore a negligiblefactor in Mexican life." Bulletin of the Pan American Union, 3: 864, Septeniber, 1,211.
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as cooperative enterprises. This principle, established in the
beginning, is still followed.

When a community wants a school it must share responsi-
bility for securing and maintaining it. First, it must donate the,
site, furnish the materials, and usually buird and furnish the
schoolhouse under direction of the teacher. Materials are alhandmud for adobe bricks, clay for tiles for the roof, andnative woods or materials suitable for the simple equipmentThe Federal Government, on its part, pays the teacher, who isnative to the community or region, and the school may begin at
once, even while the building is in progrestrof construction.

Second, in the maintenance of the school the community mustgive its moral support ; that is, it must show a spirit of interest
in the school as a community project, accept theJeadership ofthe Federal officials and the teacher, and see that attendance
of both children and adults is satisfactory. The Federal Gov-
ernment furnishes leadership, stimulation, and supervision.

. 7 Curriculum Making a Cooperative Project

The aim of the whole educational pr6gram is the " cultural
incorporation " of the rural native population into Mexican
life. The specific aim of the school itself, which is, of course,
the local interpretation of the general aim, is gradually to bring
about a changed environment, social and economic, and im-
proved methods of living. The curriculum through which this
aim is to be achieved is neither imposed nor prescribed by a
central authority. It is not destmade; not the product of
committees of teachers or of subject-matter specialists. School
work, day by day, is designed to contribute to the social and
economic welfare of the commupity through activities growing
out of its specific and immediate needs. The teaclier-leader
is in the main responsible for the selection and conduct of
school projects and community activities under the guidance
and supervision of the centrally selected education officials,

In so far as possible, community problems are attacked in
the order of their importance. If they are concerned withsanitationa pure-water supply, for examplethen the people
will be taught the need of pure waterjhe mysteries of filtra-
tion, and how to make a stone filter. The jeacher is .there to
help them to make and use the necesigry equipment If small-
pox is a recurring plague in the region, the need of vaccination

[8]
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must be taught and the teacitti himself and leaders whom he
instructs vaccinate the community. The use of other simple
medicines may be taught at the same time, and a medicine
cabinet or a small drug store installed in the schoolroom or in
the community. The motive for the installation of a medicine
cabinet or for teaching modern methods of medical treatment
is found in some recognized commuiiity need.

Frequently the first school project directed to meet the com-munity rite& is concerned more directly with the economic
situation. TA need of improving local practice in agriculture,
or improving the quality of the product of the local industry
or the means of marketing itpottery, weaving, basketry,leather workmay take first place. This need then enters intoand becomes the basis of the school curriculum. Often hous-
ing conditions must be improved; carpentry then becomes partof the school curriculum. Generally the school must encourage
a varied diet and through the school garden help to cultivate ataste for a variety of vegetables, as well as demonstrate bettermethods of raising them. Projects selected and carried on are
designed to improve-the specific lotal situation. The needs are
many, of course, and several practical activities are usuallyunder way at the same time.

While the school activities grow quite literally out of com-
munity needs, there is considerable unity among schools inprogram content and in school practices. This unity is in partdue to centralized suPervision, which, because the program is
flexible and experimental,, is quick to use and pass on theresults of successful experience. If a project-carried on by arural teacher proves effective in securing results and fills aneed common to other communities, Federal supervisors pro.:mote its extension among other rural schools. Thé schoolgarden is an example. ne first one was established on theinitiative of a teacher as a means of teaching the community toraise and use a greater variety of vegetables. It proved highlysuccessful, and now every rural school has a garden. Thefirst open-air theater was the idea of a rural teacher whoused it as a means of helping the community to understand thesocial work of the school. The innovation was encouraged byfficials of the Secretariat of Public Education, with the resultthat more than half the schools now have open-air theaters aspart of their equipment. The open-air theater is a means ofteaching the community essential health or economic lessons,as well as a means to recreation.

.
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School projects initiated by teachers sometimes grow into
larger social policies .which become nation-wide in scope. The
campaign in many rural communities to overcome the excessiv
use of alcohol was initiated by a teacher in his community
where thert was a real need for reform. Because of his success
other teachers were encouraged to promote the moNvnent, and
the campaign at present is country-wide, sponsored bY the Fed-
eral health department as well as by the schools.

The- common purpose of the school program of improving
the community socially and economically and the fact that
communities have many problems in common are potent uni-
fying influences. Every rural hchool has a playground devoted
to community recreatión. Music, dramatics, and games (gen-
erally basket ball) are taught in every school. In every rural
school there is a worksbop housed separately or in a corner of
the sChoolroom. Health instruction" how to eat, and the
manner oi living in a civilized community "; sanitation, usu-
ally taught through a community project, such as providing a

pure water supply; the " popular arts," usually including draw-
ing, painting, design, and some of the handicrafts; physical
education, and agriculture are other basic subjects in the pro-
gram. Practically all schooli mhintain small drug stores, teach
the use of simple remedies, particularly those for intestinal
diseases, and vaccinate the people when necessary. Ability to

speak the basic langua0, Spanish, with ease and facility is a

felt need essential to social and ecofiomic progress. It is there-
fore logically a basic oWective in every school's program.

In curriculum content and in school practices the rural
schools aim to reflect national idealsanother unifying influ-
ence. This attitude is perhaps best illustrated by the empha-
sis which the school program is placing on the revival of interest
in pre-Hispanic cultidre.. Decorative designs and hand-woven
fabrics long neglected are being sought out and their use re
Aved by the schools and by skilled workers. Traditional
dances and festivals, all kinds of folk ways and folklore are

being foreserved or revived; old handicrafts are being revived
and improved upo(through the efforts of the cultural missions,
the rural normal schools, and the teachers. The permanent
cultural missions are particularly active in seeking out source
materials for such phases of the scbool and community work

The schools' emphasis on reviving indigenous culture is
reflection of the policy of the national régime in Mexico, which
is one of " cultural incorporation " of the indigenous popula-

1 4
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lion. It aims to build on the Indians' traditional cultpe, topreserve his self-respect, and to use his hereditary talents. Anytype itf segregation is looked upon with disfavor. In 1923 the
reestablished Secretariat of Public Education included a Bureauof Cultural Incorporation of the Indigenous Population, organ-ized to promote the policy and to further the objectives indi-
cated. This, however, was later merged with and its responsi-
bilities were assumed by the Department of Rural Schools, *aninteresting expression of popular confidence in the efficiency
and scope of the rural-school program.

It is interesting to North American observers that neither
among Federal education officials nor teachers does one see orhear much about efforts to eliminate illiteracy, a matter so ab-
sorbing in our own country. Instruction in the fundamentals
is, of course, important in the schools for the children and forthe adults who desire it ia and out of school houp. But one hasthe feeling thatit is more or less incidental to the main purpose.The need of ability to read and write is not yet urgent. Thereis faith on the part of education Officials that it will comenaturally and be recognized without great effort as communities
progress toward a higher social level.

School Practices and Teaching Methods

In methods of presentation as in content of the .school pro-gram, particularly when it is concerned with community activ-ities, general or specialized, with sanitation and health, withprojects in gardening, chicken raising, and the like, one findsinitiative, freedom from formality, opportunity for self-expres-sion, learning by doing. There is an understanding of theschool's relationship to and responsibility for social and indi-vidual growth. Here indeed the term so common in Mexico,
schools of action (escuelas de accion), is applicable. In thesepractical activities one finds the very essence of reality. Theschools are free from the " play acting and sight-seeing " whichsome observers consider weaknesses of our own progressive
schools.9

Spanish in non-Spanish-speaking communities, recognized asa vital and immediate need, is taught through songsandMexican children are especially fond of music; through dram-
Bode, Boyd H. Education at the Crossroads. 'Prödiressive Education, 9 543-49,November, 1931.
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atization, in which they are graceful, original, and adept,
especially dramatization of simple village and farm activities;
through programs of plays, dances, and the like. In short, inthe recognized " practical " subjects one finds in Mexican rural
schools, as Doctor Sitehz tells us, " all of Deweynot so much asan accomplished fact as a poignant tendency." 10

e

School Buildings and Equipmenl

School administration is apparently simplified in the rural
education program, at least one hears little about it, especially
from the point of view of local finance. School buildings arebuilt and equipped without cost to the Federal Government, ahas been explained before. They are of the simplest design.
Sometimes an old church or abandoned building is used. Gen-
erally the schools are ,new, 1-story, rectangular, flat-roofed
adobe structures, stuccoed and painted or whitewashed an
immaculate white, with shining red-tiled roofs. Even as in our
own country, especiallr in our small towns, the schoolhouse
is apt to be the most attractive place in the village. Stuart
Chase 11 says of it:

It is the most sanitary place in town. There may be no municipalbuilding, no band stand, no iron balconies, no store, but incretisingly
there will be a school. Again and again, as the little square white build-ing with its red-tiled roof shone out from the prevalent village gray orbrown, I was reminded of my country. The outstanding piece of archi-tecture in an American towa is almost invariably the high school.Mexico, at a totally different economic level, is following the same trail.

One can easily pick them outthe schoolsas he drives
through the villages. Usually there is a door and a window infrontcross ventilation seems unnecessary in Mexicoand
over the door the words, Casa del Pueblo (the house of tbe
people) . lsio name could more truly express the real purposeand functioh of the rural schools.

The furnishings of the schoolroom are as simpli as the build-
ing itself; the benches, desks, sometimes tables and chairs andother simple furnishings, are homemade. Blackboards, globes,
maps, teaching maieritils adequate in number or type we
rarely seen. Occasionally there is a small blackboard painted

t
" Miens, NewOr Aspects be Education in Mexico. Bulletin of the Pan Amer-ican Union, 63 :141-77t)Septembei., 1929.
11 Mexico: A Study of Two America.. By Stuart Chase in collaboration with ¡MuTyler. New York, The Macmillan Co.
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on the wall or a separate one of the easel type. Often thewalls of Me schoolroom are decorated in vivid colors, thethemes painted and designed by the children and the teachers.Walls are for use as well as for decoration. Sometimes thestory being read in the lower grades was illustrated by a paint-ing on the wall. In one school a chart used in studying poultrywas painted on the wall of the schoolroom by teachers and
Books used in the rural schools, while not abundant, are in-teresting. Some are delightfully illustrated, and the letteringis t nen varied and pleasing. Generally they are furnished bythe Secretariat of Public Education; some are published by theFederal Government. Many readers are written especially forrural schools by mentbers of the staff of the Secretariat Manyare written by local educators. They are inexpensive but ade-quate in paper and binding, and the covers, in paper or cloth,are attractive in design and coloring. The illustrations are *often typically Mexican in conception and spirit, although manyresemble closely those found in readers in our own country.One set of readers, prepared for the first four years of therural elementary school by the Director of Rural Education ofthe Secretariat of Public Education,, is appatently widely usedand available at a minimum cost. The books are bound inpaper but attractively illustrated and lettered."

The first book, Libro Primero, contains 35 lessons and 50pages. It is arranged in two parts. Part One is an adaptationof the story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears. Part Two in-cludes 18 lessons concerned chiefly with home and home duties,the school, national heroes, and lessons in patriotism. Thélessons are preceded by a brief discussion of methods of pre-senting the lessons by the author, in which teachers are ad-monished to see that the children get the thought as a whole,avoiding' word pronunciation; that the written and printedwords are presented simultaneously. The need of phonic e -x4,1ercises is pointed out, and teachers are advised to exerciseinitiative in method and in overcoming individual, difficulties.Many schools have also an extra room adjacent to or near bythe sch.00lhouse---casa del maestro (the teacher's housé).Some of the teachers' homes are separate buildings and largeenough to house several teachers. Evefi the smallest schoolshave workshops, either an extra room or a corner in the school-
°Illustrations mild in this bulletin are from this series.

'
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room. Chicken coops, rabbit pens, and gardens are outdoor

equipment always found in the rural schools.
A few schools have demonstration farms of considerable size,

and a model cottage is often built on the school ground, Here

is a direct message to the Mexican child and adult. The model

is simple, building materials are reailily available, and some

skill in building is an essential in every boy's education. Money
is a relatively unimportant matter; improved facilities in ar-

rangement, lighting, manitation, and equipment are demon-

strated in the model cottage. Typically it is a 3-room adobe,

whitewashed, tile-roofed house. The rooms are the sala, or

living room, a bedroom, and a kitchen, with a built-in combina-

. tion stove and sink, also of native material, generally unglazed

tiles. Houses of this kind will eventually, it is hoped, replace

the prevailing 1-room type which answers fl1 household pur-

poses for the Indian family.
A representative rural, school has oRe room occupied by ap-

proximately 40 children of all ages and both sexes. It offers

a 4-year course, which will later be extended to .6 years. It lias

enough ground for a school garden aind a plot for regular crops.

Chicken runs, pigeon houses, rabbit coops, pigpens, and Ike-

hives are more or les§ common features. Sop') making, pottery

making, tanning, weaving, embroidery, carpentry, and othet

rural occupations form part of the program. At night the adults

come to schoolmen and women. " It is one with the com-

munity. Sometimes we refer.to the whole village itself as the

schoolhouse."
A rural teacher describes his school as follows:

The children's school now has a department of personal cleanliness,

a medicine chest, a library, a little dark room for developing pictures,

a chicken house and rabbit pen, a flower garden, a playground, an out-

door theatér, and 3 hectares of crop land. When I arrived to take

charge of the school the children sat on the floor or on Ones which had

been provided for that purpose. Now we do not have up-to-date furni-

ture such as I hear called pedagogical, but we do have strong, 'comfort-

able benches and good tables for our work. All this our children have

accomplished themselves, aided by the differen) organizations' formed

by me in the community.'

There are also in this school a string orChestra, recreation

clubs for both children and adults, a school committee, a healtb

and hygierte committee, among others, indicating the many ac-

ts Sakenz, Moist.. Bulletin of the Pan American Union, 63: 86445, September, 1113.

.
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tivities Oto which the school enters and in which it exerts its
leaderOtip.

C-)

The Teachers

In a very real sense the teacher is the school in Mexico.
Teachers are selected by Federal education officials. The
selection must be agreeable to the local school committee. One
requisite is that they be residents of the region, preferably of
the community, which the, school serves. Their selqction is
dependent ghiefly on certäin personal qualities they are ex-
pected to possessqualities of leadership, " common sense,"
as it is characterized in Mexico. This includes a fundamental
belief in the eddcation program, an understanding of the people
among whom tiiv- teachers work, and consecration to the serv-
ice in which they are engaged. Professional training is con-
sidered of secondary importance, and aca&mic educa lion need
not extend beyond completion (if the 6-year elementary school.
Even ability to read and write is sufficient if personal qualities
are superior or satisfactory. " The teachers .are men and
women of good will. Most of them have finished their primary
education, but quite a. few have not fulfilled any other requisite
on the academic side than ability to read and write. at
these teachers are physically and morally strong. They harE
an apostolic devotion to their work." 4

This procedure in selecting teachers has been folldwed both
from decessity and from choice. It was recognized that the
program on its initiátion called for a type of school quite
different from the traditional one then in vogue, that a large
number of teachers wouyl be needed to begin with, and also
that teachèrs must be e*loyed in rapidly increasing numbers
for some years to come. ¡Not enough trained teachers were
available to fill the pOsitions open. Many teachers who were
available had been trained under the old régime and for urban
schools. It was feared that such teachers would be unwilling
and unable to go into the rural villages and becoMe part of the
village life, study its needs and relsources, speak the language
of the people, throw aside their devotion to the traditional
academic type of training, adapt themselves to the situation,
and miter into the spirit of the new program. Training of *the
traditional type might even be a handiCap. "...In the new era

" lb 1 d.
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,glonnal training is not indispensable. If we wanted to speak
'fiic;etiously, we might say that normal training is a handicap.

. . . To feel that we can have a school, even though of a

primitive type, beneath the trees and under the guidance of a

teacher who, even if he ignores the jargon of pedagogy, under-
stands the language of life . . . is to give us confidence in the
growth and dignity of our program." 15

So the schools were opened with a sincerity of purpose, with
enthusiastic belief in their potential and ultimate achievement,
and with a fine dependence on devotion to the service as the

sine qua non of success in teaching. The attitude of the initia-
tors of the plan and of the officials carrying on the program at
the present time is expressed with characteristic fervor by the
director of rural schools in the Secretariat:

We have gone into this task with body and soul, with the twofold

purpose of first making life more comfortable and right for the people
who live and have their being in this time, and then to make for the
generations of the future a world of better weal and greater ljustits.
One day we shall succeed in the making of our rural life in México a

life informed in beauty as a garden or a clear sky pulsating with stars.

Speaking of the spirit of the teachers, Moisés Sáenz, who, as

subsecretary of the Secretariat of Public Education for several
years, is responsible for much of the success of the rural-school
program, says:

Filled with the spirit of crusaders, you find us at work on a program
of realization. . . . I go the rounds of my rural schools, and in this
village and in the next, in hundreds, in fact in mo.st of them, I meet the
apostolic teacher. He is marked by devotion, sacrifice, a quenchless

enthusiasm, and childlike confidence in the worthiness of the work, a
little of the doctrinaire, a kind of soldierly attitude, and that indefinable

something, a hidden fountain, a guiding light akin to religion, so evident

as to be almost an objective trait, and yet defying the analysis of the
most acute observer.

This emphasis on the importance of personal traits in the se-

lection of teachers, particularly on the " spirit of service," should
not be interpreted to mean complete disregard of the signifi-
cance of a knowledge of teaching techniques and the value of
promoting and preserving an esprit de corps among the teaching

staff. These and the need of systematic means of promoting
professional growth were recognized and provjded for through

two in-service agencies established simultaneously with the
schools, namely, the cultural missions and centralized Federal

la Ibid.
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supewision. These agencies are described in succeeding chap-
ters and were depended upon to compensate in a large measure
and in a practical way for the lack of pre-service preparation.

Teachers in the Federal rural schools are employed through-
out the year. Salaries, however, are on a per diem basis and
vary from 1 to 2 pesos per day. [The valuFbf a peso is approxi-
mately 50 cents in United States money; exchange rates vary.]
The schbol term is 10 months in duration, the vacation period

month, and attendance at the regular institute conducted
by the cultural mission occupies the remaining month of the
teacher's year.

Adult Education

In harmony with the large purposes of the rural education
programrehabilitation and incorporationadult education
has a special meaning in Mexico, and is of primary, not second-
ary, importance in achieving these ends. From the beginning
it was recognized that if the school concerned itself with chil-
(lien only, it would not accomplish the desired outcomes, that
whatever the school might do for the children an inert com-
munity would quickly undermine. This understanding was
due in part to recognition of the need of moral support on the
part of the community for complete success. But it was also
recognized that however large- the store of knowledge, habits,
and skills acquired during the school period, the adolescent
who returned to ah unchanged community would quickly take
on its life rather than the new one of which he had learned at
school. " School would be forgotten and life take on the
rhythm of the past."

From the beginning, therefove, tile school concerned itself
with adults as well as with children. Necessity of a direct
attack on the community as a wholein many instances on
adults chiegywas recognized, aimed toward the improvement
of 'the social and economic conditions of the mass of the people.
To achieve this aini night sessionfor adults are held in all of
the rural schools. The enrollaent in these classes sometimes
exceeds that in the day school. Instruction is not of the con-
ventional type. Night school is a meeting place for the men
and women of the village, " a place where they can talk to
each Oiler, can sing together, and where they can hear a little
of the outside world, which in this case is our own country, and
the story of the social change under way in Mexico."

[17 ]
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The school is also a place where people may discuss common

interests and local problems, where health campaigns can be

initiated, and where committees foie carrying on school and

commtinity projects can be formed and their work discussed.

It is a place where the advantages of modern methods of living

are pointed out. The teachers are expected to carry out pro-

grams of amusement and recreation for the community, to con-

tribute to the improvement of agriculture and the local indus-

try, and especially to promote appreciation and conservation

of the cultural traditions of the people. In short, the teacher

carries on an all-round program of social improvement, differ-

ing in its aspects and emphases, but with a common purpose.

A rural teacher describes his night school, which doubtless

is representative of hundreds of others, as follows:

Many come, both men and women. Sometimes there are as many as

50 in a group. They do not attend with the regularity which one would

like to have, as their occupations do not always permit this, but always

when they do come it is gladly and with real delight. We teach them

what we can, but mainly what they especially want to study. Some

study reading, some writing; some ask for instruction in small industries

and others in agriculture. Women ask for lessons in home economics,

especially with reference to cooking at sewing. We have formed dif-

ferent groups according to their interests and needs. While adults

study these practical things they are also learning to sing and to play

some instruments, as they have a native love of music and beauty. . .1

I am delighted with the social progress which we are making. The

streets are swept now; the outsides of the houses have been white-

washed; the people dress with more cleanliness, are cleaner; excessive

drinking is disappearing somewhat; the fly plague js abated; the people

vaccinate against smallpox; the whole village comes to the festivals and

concern themselves with the progress of the children in school.

Summary of Impressions

Mexico seems to have started., out to build a democracy

through education; to incorporate into its national life the

rural native population through its rural schools. Two major

essentials recognized from the beginning were that the social

and economic level of the people must be lifted before aca-

demic education could make any headway, and that education

Nv'as an adult community project as well as one concerned with

children. From the beginning the emphasis was placed oil

'changing the environment rather than on eliminating illiteracy,

'despite the .fact that illiteracy was startlingly prevalent when

the educational program began. From -65 to 70 per cent of the

total population were estimated as illiterate.

[18]
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From the beginning, responsibility for the program of an in-
dividual school was largely in the hands of the community and
the teacher. Central authorities maintain and supervise the
school; they do not dictate nor prescribe nor formalize its ac-
tivities. This general attitude is indicated by the types of in-
formation sought by Federal inspectors when they visit the
schools as reported by the Federal director of rural education.
Thev inquire into (/) the work of the school itself, that is, What
is the teacher doing in school hours? (2) The community
work, that is, What is the school doing for the community?
Has the school a drug store? Has the community pure water?
Has the school rendered this or that specific service? (3) How
is the community being organized? Is there a committee ton
hygiene? On domestic art? On general school activitie
attendance of children and adults, upkeep of buildings nd
grounds?

\\tile there has been built up under Federal direction and
support a country-wide system of rural schools numbering at
the present writing 7,000 and a nation-wide system of supervi-
si,on and uniqtie systems of in-service and pre-setivice training
for teachers national in scope, yet the program is in none of its'
phases elaborate or pretentious. It is centralized, but 'aims
definitely toward stimulation of local effort and initiative and
toward responsible participation rather than toward standardi-
zation of either methods or results. Present policies, the phi-
losophy of education on which the work of the schools is based
in so far as a philosophy exists, havè grown out of the experi-
ences of the past seven years. The system has " evolved " as a
result of experiences believed to be successful in their results.
As far back as 1912," says the Director of Rural Education in the
Secretariat of Public Education, " rudimentary schools teaching
the three R's were unsatisfactory." It was recognized that com-
munity life should be built up economically, socially, recrea-
tionally, and the schools were charged with doing it. " We
ave now arrived at what we believe a theory of rural education
hould be. The most important part is that the school is a
ommunity agency to lead in community life, help spend lei-
ure, and to guide all community activities. The new type of
ral school changes the community."
Among outstanding poliOes and practices which seem signifl-
nt and sfiggestive *from the point of view of adapting educa-

on to the needs of native peoples in general, including those for

[19]
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whom the people of the United States are responsible, the fol-
loWing are of interest:

The confidence which the whole program places in the
teacherfor leadership and for community interest, as well as
for the more definite school activities. There is no question of
securing teacher participation the teacher is the school in

every essential sense.
The unity of school and community interests and activities

and the reality and practicalness of the school projects under-
taken. The preparation of materials and building of the
schoolhouse are examples.

The building up of a curriculum indigenous to the individual
communities, unified through its adaptation to general and
Common situations.

The freedom from traditional practices and policies resulting
in a program based on immediate needs and in other progres-
sive practices indicated.

The simplicity of the school machinery; the freedom from the
servitude of the need for elaborate buildings and equipment is

but one example.
The emphasis on the practicaleconomic improvement, for

examplewithout sacrifice of cultural and artistic aims and
emphases.

The recognition of adult education as a primary essential to

permanence and stability of the program for educating youth.
The emphasis on other tpan professional qualities in the se-

lection of teachers and the reliance on in-service training to

supply the essential professional attitudes and practices, pro-
vided the "spirit" was in evidence.

[ 20 ]
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CHAPTER TWO

CULTURAL MISSIONS

SYSTEMATIC
in-service training of teachers, the importance of which was rec-
ognized when the policy of providing education to rural com-
munities was inaugurated, is now carried on through three
significant organizationsthe cultural missions, Federal super-
vision, and special rural normal schools. The first two were
established simultaneously with the rural education system;
the rural normal schools were a later development. The cul-
tural missions, rendering nation-wide and continuing in-service
training for rural teachers, constitute a unique feature of the
Mexican school system.

In-service training grew out of the initial necessity of placing
in charge of the schools teachers wholly untrained profession-
ally and with little academic preparation. Many more teachers
were needed than were available if-wpre-service training were
demanded; it was believed, too, that teachers trained by the
traditional methods then in vogue would be unsatisfactory. A
new type of teac4er was necessary to carry out a new program.
"Isieither the National University nor normal schools produce
ideal teachers with knowledge of native tongues," according
to the Federal education department. " They refuse to leave
the cities to go to the villages and mountains." It was added
also that if choice of rural teachers is made from the surplus of
city teachers, those so selected have neither preparation nor

[21]
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enthusiasm for such work.' In the beginning, then, selection of

untrained teachers was an approved practice. The importance
of compensating for the lack of pre-service preparation was not
overlooked. The cultural missions were relied upon to supply,
especially to beginners, at least the minimum essentials in
knowledge of subject matter, in professional outlook, and in

teaching techniques. Supervision was relied upon to carry

further the work the missions began. " They (the cultural mis-

sions) were the result of the necessity of giving some profes-
sional guidance to the teachers in service whom the Federal
department had to obtain in the great desire of multiplying
the rural schools throughout the nation. In 1923, the first tests
were undertaken." 2 Later, as a result of experience, the Nile-
lions of the missions were enlarged to include .the important
community work in which they now engage.

According to present practice, a cultural mission is a travel-

ing group of specialistsan itinerant normal school facultv
which confines its work to in-service training of teachers and of

communities. Each mission is assigned to a certain territory,
which is divided into zones cir regions, in each of which a cer-

tain base or center is selected in which the institutea series of

intensive short coursesis held. In this " concentration cen-

ter " the teachers of the zone or region gather, bringing with
them certain prescribed equipmenttheir own cup and plate,

for example. They lodge in the community and eat in a com-

mon dining room, the mess hall, organized for the purpose by

the mission staff. An institute lasts 30 days; the daily schedule,

an intensive one, begins at 6 a. m. anclends at 6 p. m. Since the

Federal rural teachers are employed throughout the year, at-

tendance at the institute is a part of the regular annual schedule.

The staff of a traveling mission consists of " picked experts,"

usually one in agriculture and allied subjects; one in the in-

dustries (pottery, weaving, soap making, tanning, etc.) ; one in

popular arts- (music, drawing, drama) ; one in physical educa-

tion, including recreation, sports, and games; one or more

nurses; and a community or social worker. The last named is

considered a " key " person in the group, since the rural school

is the center of the social and economic life of the community.

Teaching of domestic science, the care and feeding of children,

cloth making, and genéral home-making activities are in charge

óf the community-organization specialist.

I Las Misiones Culturales en 1927. Mille°, L Secretaria de Educación Niblici41031
I Ibid., Ramiris, p. 4.
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Qualifications of the mission-staff members are not standard-
ized. The staff is made up of men and women with general and
professional training superior to that of the teachers they in-
struct, often, but not necessarily, with normal school or college
training. Sometimes they are tradesmen of successful experi-
ence and ability. Like the teachers, they are selected in ptirt
because of personal and leadership qualities of a high order.
Spirit, enthusiasm, and devotion to and belief in the worthiness
of educational work as a national service are believed to be of
major importance in the selection of the mission as of the
teaching staff. More and more they are charged with the func-
tion of inspiring the people of the respective' communities in
which they work, as well as the teachers, with higher ideals,
economic and social.

The staff is selected by the Federal officials. There is a di-
rectorship or bureau of cultural missions in the Secretariat of
Public Education, in charge of the mission activities. A chief
is in charge of each mission, who is responsible for its organiza-
tion. The Federal, State, and local directors of education are
expected to attend the institutes in their respective districts, to
cooperate in their success " materially and morally," and to con-
tinue in their respective States and districts projects and policies**
initiated during the institute.

In 1927, a 6-weeks' course for members of mission staffs was
offered, directed 'by the Federal Secretariat.
The chiefs of missions studied principles of education

city, urban, rural; school organization and administration;
educational psychology; teaching methods; hygiene and sanita-
tion; Mexican sociology and rural economics; and children's
literature.

The social workers studied domestic science, feeding and
care of children, cloth making; hygiene and sanitation, and
Mexican sociology and rural economicssocial organization of
the rural community.'

The teachers of phy.sical education took games and sports,
calisthenics, rhythmic 'exercises and aesthetics, physiology and
hygiene, and sports organizations.

The teacheis of agriculture look agricultural problems, rural
credit, small rural industriei, and Mexican sociology and rural
economics.

The teachers of sniall industries took theory and practice in
soap making, tanning, preserving fruits and vegetables, school
industries, and dairying.

I 23



In each zone of the territory to which a mission is assigned,
one institute is held, as a ride, each year. The zones or regions
are approximately 100 miles square, varying, of course, accord-
ing fo population density, topography, etc. Each mission con-
ducts 10 institutes during the year. In 1931 there were 12
traveling and 2 permanent missions covering the country at
large. The number is not yet adequate, and certain regions
are served by institutes only once in two years. This situation
is to be remedied when funds are lavailable. 4

The Federal Secretariat keeps in close touch with the work of
the missions and with the conduct of the institutes. Instruc-
tions are issued as to procedures from time to time. Space is
not available for details. Therefore, as an example of the type
of these instructions, the following outline of work to be cov-
ered by four typesof instructors at an institute is submitpd:

Instructions for social workers:

I. For work with the teachers
(a) The development of a simple course of hygiene, includ-

ing first aid and prevention of the common diseases.
(b) Development of a course in dietetics, embracing the basis

of balanced feeding, recipes, and the preparation of a
certain number of menus.

(c) Development of a simple course of child care.
(d) Development of a simple and practical, course of sewing

and women's work.
(e) Series of lessons to teach teachers how to work within

the community, instructing them in social organization,
how to obtain collective profits, demonstrations in
home improvement, etc.

II. For work in the community
(a) Talks on hygiene, prevention of disease, first aid, vacci-

nation, etc.
(b) Domestic science, including cooking and women's work.
(c) Feeding and care of children.
(d) Home visiting and suggestions for home betterment.
(e) Social meetings and entertainments.
(f) Organization of the neighborhood into associations or

clubs of domestic science, entertainment, or recreation.

e

III. For work with the children of the schools near the institute--
(a) Vaccination.
(b) Classes in hygiene and domestic science to demonstrate

improved methods.

]

O
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nstructions to the teachers of small industries:
I. For work with the teachers and community

(a) Classes in tanning and preservation of hides, preserva-tion of fruits and vegetables, soap making, school in-dustries, and something of dairying.
(b) In the school near the bnstitute they hold industrialclasses serving as demonstration classes.
(c) Organize courses for small industries at different hoursfor the communities. Help neighbors with theirproblems.

nstructions to the teachers of agriculture:
Work must he of a practical nature, includirig breeding d animals,bee raising, provide a vegetabletgarden, a flower -garden, andif possible, an orchard. You willte attended by the teachers ofthe institute as well as the students, particularly when trying touse them in demonstration classes for teachers in the community.You must leave something in the community, i. e., a garden andinstruction; all instructions and suggestions must be practical,such as cooperative production, etc.

nstructions to teachers of physical education:
I. For work with the teachers

(a) Games and sports.
(b) Classes in games, gymnasium, and sports to introducethem into the schools.
(c) Organization of athletic contests.

H. For work with children
(a) Gymnasium classes, games, and sports with educationalaims.
(b.) Demonstration classes for teachers.

III. For work with the neighborhood--
(a) With men.

When mission leaves thire must be left behind an ath-letic association and a field for games and sports.
Catherine Vesta Stuigis, social worker in the permanent mis-

sion at Actopan, who has worked with the cultural missions,traveling and permanent, practically from the initiation of the
rural-school program, explains the purposes of the culturalmissions as follows:

First, as to the community, the people are disintegrated dùe to vracialand language differences, and the mission aims to help the school toform communities with an organic life and to help the people to builda whole life. In the past the church has been the one unifying culturalinfluence, and such cultural and psychological unity u there is to lay

[ 25 ]1486786-112----8
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hold of is this inheritance. The missions work with.the adults and the

community as a whole, especially in directing popular arts, music, and

drama. They help the community to feel the school as a cultural social

influence and to feel the teacher as a leader in many aspects of their ljf
For the teachers the mission integrates a philosophy of rural educa.

tion which concerns itself with the control of envirobment (economic),
with health and child welfare, with borne life and domestic relation.
ships, and with recreation, spiritual and physical. They train teachers
in the essentials of the school program, bring them a sense of being a

part in a strong, unified program, and take back to the central base their

findings of original resources among the diverse peoples and their dis-
coveries of the achievements of teachers, all of which are worked into

a program constantly in the making.'

The selection of a central place in which to hold an institute

is made with considerable care. It must be a small commu-

nitynot more than two or three thousand in population.
There must be lodging available for the teachers; it must be
accesible; there must be a Federal school for demonstration
purposes. Teachers must assemble two or three days before
the opening day. A circulating library will be installed by the
mission, and in each institute there must be physical education
equipment, carpentry, domestic science, and agricultural equip-
ment. Practice differs as to source of these, but they must be
available.

In relation to the selection' of the concentration centers, the
Federal Secretariat explains:

Should we wish to deal with problems in the abstract and give general
instruction, it would be better to hold the meetings in the cities cr

centers of greatervpopulation, making the teachers come to the institute
instead of the institute to the teachers. However, this has not been the
purpose. We wish the institute to go to the teacheri and to develop

under the smile conditions under which the rural teacher has to work,
as well as to study in the location itself the problems that may present

themselves. Based on this theory, there is no reason to talk 'about the
ideal rural condition nor abstract scientific principles. They have there
a rural school with a house, equipment, and children just as they are,

and they will have to study with the teachers the way to make this a

more noble and more efficient educational agency. For this reason the

school becomes the laboratory of the institute.

Beginning with one mission group in 1923, development has

taken place in the number of such groups, in scope of service,
and in methods of work. An early discovery concerned the
possibilities of reciprocal service between the mission and the

communities and regions in which it works. When the first

a Not a direct quotation, but the substance of excerpts from an address made bdon

the Sixth Seminar la Mexico.
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mission was organized with teachers as a nucleus, the com-
munity became interested and enrolled eskcially in agricul-
tural, industrial, and home-making classes. The work was
made practical from the community's standpoint and proved
immediately beneficial. Consequently, mission and community
relations grew in importance, and it became an accepted func-
tion of the mission to inspire communities with confidence in
the Federal education program; to help raise their social level
through direct instruction in agriculture, industry, and home
and family life; to explore and use their cultural resources as
teachers unassisted could n?t; and to bring back their findings
concerning such resources to the central base to be worked into
the school program year by year for its greater enrichment.

The present policy of the Federal Government is to consider
the village and the school as laboratories of the institute, direct-
ing their teaching efforts toward local problems by way of
demonstrating universal or prevailing ones. It is also expected
that each institute leave a permanent contribution to the com-
munity in which it is helda garden, a playground, or recrea-
tion center, an open-air theater, irpproved sanitation, or what
not. In pursuance of the purpose of prörnoting community
progress, the staff is expected to arrive in the concentration cen-
ter early enóugh to make a preliminary survey of the section,
to establish contacts with the school and the community, and
m all ways prepare to render during the institute session defi-
nite community service.

When the month's work of the cultural mission and its local
group of teachers ends, the closing day is a fiesta occasion. for
the immediate community in which the institute is held and for
the surrounding region whose schools are represented in the
attendance. The opportunity to participate in and observe the
closing day of a teachers' institute conducted by the mission at
Tula was a revelation to the author in the amount and spirit of
community interest, and especially in the fact that participation
extended well beyond the immediate community, being truly
representative of the region at large. Tula is an ancient city,
once a center of pre-Hispanic civilization and obviously a city of
dignity and importance during and since the Spanish régime.
Arriving there on the morning of the closing day, one felt the
festive and hospitable atmosphere. Buildings were decorated
with flags; streets were filled with horses and cattle on their way
to the exhibits, and with men, winnen, and children, riding and
on foot; food Was cooking and on sale along the streets and in
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the market squarea typical Me n fiesta spirit everywhere

in evidence.
A street fair surrounded th market square, exhibiting prod-

ucts of the neighboring haciendas and ejidos, horses, cattle,

chickens, vegetables, and fruits attractively, even amazingly,

arrayed, many of the animals carrying the prize ribbons re-

cently won. Horses and cattle were decorated with ribbons

and flowers, some in ancient Aztec patterns preserved and used

ph continuously through the centuries and of traditional or religi-

ous'asignificance to the descendants of the early civilizations.

The institute itself had prepared an extensive exhibit,of its

work, forecasting the activities which during the coming school

year would be feaatured by the telichers in attendance at their

respective schools. The institute exhibit w: made up of prod-

ucts of the school gardens, canned fruits tnd vegetables, all

types of handicrafts, including furniture, baskets, pottery,

weaving, and the like, industries which the next year the

teachers would be promoting in their school communities.
In the morning there were games, athletic stunts, native

dances in which teachers and community particiPated and

which were given in the village stadium, again forecasting and

demonstrating the activities which teachers would be expected

to promote through their schools in the local communities to

which they would later be assigned or from which they came.

In the afternoon the guests were entertained by a performance

at the theater, consisting chiefly of short 1-act plays, music,

native dances, and the like.
The guests apParently represented the whole countryside,

including as well prominent officials, Federal and State.

Among the latter were dig Governor, the Federal Senator from

the State in which the city is located, the Subsecretary from

the Secretariat of Education, the Federal Director *if Rural

Education, and others of similar rank. 9. At noon an elaborate

course dinner tendered these officials and other guests by the

- community was served in the community house, which during

the institute had bPen occupied by the mission staff and some

of the teachem.
The festivities ended only with the day. The teachers' insti-

tute had then become an occasion in the purpose, spirit, and

work of which the whole region had participated. The sum*
ful cultivation of this unity of school and coinmunity sphit

interests, and activities is a unique feature of the work of the

cultural missions as it impresses a visitor from abroad.
.4%
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The work in which this particular mission had been engaged
preceding the dosidg day celebration with the teachers and the

schools of the region, and reasonably typical of that carried on

by the 13 other similar mission groups, ii described as follows

by the Federal Director of Rural Education:

In Tula, Hidalgo, a short distance away from Mexico City, a traveling
inission is at present at work. It began its work there on the 5th of
July and will finish op the 3d of August. It is constituted of a chief of
mission, a general community worker, an agronomist, an expert in rural
petty industries, an instructor in physical education, another in instru-
mental and vocal music, and another in arts and crafts. During the
dext four weeks it will conduct there a teachers' institute which will
render service in that whole region. During the four weeks the teach-
ers gathered there will work intensely for their own improvement, both
in their general culture and in their vocation; they will study with the
members of the mission the pressing problems of social and educational
nature which they have encountered in their communities; they will
receive inspiration for giving more satisfactory content to their pro-
gramg; they will receive advice and help for vitalizing their methods of
instruction; they will learn through demonstration work, which the
members of the mission will carry out in the town 2f Tula itself, how to.
bring together the minds of all the inhabitants in, a single conscious-
ness which feels the aspiration for a better way of living in the home
and in the community; and they will learn also through practical
demonstration how to bring it ,about that little communities in which
they work better themselves in all ways. The teachers who are gathered
there will study, then, new ideas in education, li)etter methods of schoig
organization and of instruction, and will learn to convert their schools
into centers which render social service; they will increase their hoard
of culture; they will be trained in petty trades and industries of the
rural environment; they will practice physical exercises, games, ahd
sports; they will strengthen their artistic resources and give serious
thought to the importance of stimulating our regional arts and crafts.
Together with this they acquire fundamental and effective ideas of social
organization and feeling for handling their communities, to the end of
working for their own development. The traveling mission which is in
Tula at present is doing this in an admirable way. I know very well its
chief, Isadro Castillo, and the members of the mission, and I vouchsafe
to you the excellence of their work. You can go' to visit them, so that
you can see with your ()Sim eyes what they are doing there for the

cultural and vocational betterment of our teachers in service, an urgently
necessary thing which if it hasiil not been done we would have made of

our promising rural teachers creatures of routine without conscience,
without ideals, without spirit.'

Besides the traveling missions, there are two perman-ent
missiOns, one located at Actopan, in theState of Hidalgo, a few

a

Señor Don Rafael Ramiris, in an 'address delivered before the Fifth Seminar la
Mako.

at,
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hours by automobile from Mexico City, and the other at Para.
cho, in the State of Michoacan. These are experimental groups
working with the teachers, schools, and particularly with the
adult population, gathering basic information, projecting ac-

tivities designed to improve the social, sanitary, and economic
conditions of the communities in the regions in which they
work. Evenkually these missions, with two commissions also
carrying on studies and experiments concerned with the char-
acteristics.and environment of the different racial groups which
make up the Indian population, will discover facts on which--
we will postulate for the future of our rural education; meanwhile we
will go on working with the wholesome practical philosophy which
experience has taught us is good.

The mission at Actopan has completed three years of constant and
resultful effort. This mission is comprised of technical entities in agri-
culture, rural construction and industries, small trades, and arts and
crafts, and the work of these entities is rounded out by that of a physi-
cian and practical nurse, an obstetrical nurse, a recreational director, a

music instructor, a household arts and home craft worker, and a general
community worker who is the key person in the organization of the
group. The members or this mission go from village to village in the
countryside inspiring in the péople the conception of higher ways of
living. The region of Acti Ilpan is inhabited by the Otomi race, one of
the poorest, most uneducated, and most backward, and at the same time
one which we have most neglected until now, in spite of the fact that it

has latent capacities -for incalculable development. The mission has
brought about a social transformation which reaches deep. The people
now live in a better way in a sociar and doniestic sense and are begin-
ning to avail themselves in a more intelligent way of the ,slender re-

sources of the soil. They are losing little bylpe the tragic appearance
which they have had for generations, and their faces one reads a

greater contentment with life. This miracle h due to these modern
missionaries of Frariciscan and Benedictine spirit which the department
of educqtion has sent to this region for its redemption in this life if not
in another.5

Supplementing the experimental worof the two permanent
missions are two commissions, one thallrommission of Indian
studies, in charge of Don Moises Sfienz, whose function is to

study " the fundamental characteristics of different rack'
groups, their life and their customs, their language, their tern-
perament, their habits, and so on, and the commission of rural
life studies. The latter is at present givitig its attention to the

Otomi race, which occupies much territory in the country and
is considered socially backward." It is among these people,
too, thai the cultural mission in Actopan works.

Ibid.
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From the ultimate efforts of these research and experimental
organizations, the permanent missions and the two commis-
sions referred to, it is expected that a new and more complete
philosophy of rural education, as well as suggestions for im-
proved and detailed techniques, will be evolved. These ex-
pectations are exprosed officially as follows:

Until the present time we have all been working and are keeping on
working in the field of rural educati9n in this country; we have done so
by intuition and inspiration. We have been " playing by ear," as our
pOpular musicians so expressively say. If you have been able to per-
ceive, mingled in this account, something of a philosophy of rural edu-
cation, you may be sure that it has formed itself in the measure that
the schools themselves have .risen to being. It is an " a posteriori "
philosophy and not a pbilbs.ophy upon which we have deliberately based
our system of rural education. In spite of regarding this philosofty as
good, we now wish to shape the future development *of our schools in
the rural environment upon genuinely scientific bases. To this end
there has been at work this year a commission of Indian studies, which
has just been taken in charge by the educator Don Noisés Sáenz, who
will carefully study the fundamental characteristics of .the different
racial groups, their life and their customs, their language, their tem-
perament, their habits.'

The cultural missions so briefly described in the foregoing
pages realiy perform strategic functions, upon which the suc-
cess or failure of many of the basic purposes of the Federal
rural-school system depends. Their.primary function is that
of training teachers in service, and together--12 traveling., and
2 permanent missionsthey constitute a nation-wide in-service
training agency which brings to every rural teacher annually,
in or near his own local community, high-grade professional
training, itself of a practical nature, in the most practical situa-
tions, selected as they are with the avowed purpose of typifying
those in which the teacher works. This training, quite unlike
much in-service training in the United States, offers not theory
alone but theory accompanied by definite and practical obser-
vation and practice opportunities. In addition the missions
are charged with Promoting unity of school and community
interests and activities; they are in part responsible .for the
creation and perpetuation of an esprit de corps among widely
'scattered yet centrally responsible teachers and communities;
for interpreting the Federal education program to the com-
munities and to the teachers, and in turn interpreting these two

'Ibid.
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groups ,to each other and to the federal Secretariat. In coop.
eration with other agencies the missions, especially the perma.
nent ones, will, it is to be expected, increasingly assume large
responsibilities for much experimentalion and fdi' future edu-
cational policies evolved therefrom, especially for gathering
and interpreting basic material for continuously formulating
and enriching the content of the curriculum.

,31
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CHAPTER THREE

trro.ft

NORMAL SCHOOLS

I)REPARATION of, teachérs for service in the
Federal schools in Mexico is carried on by the Federal Govern-
ment under the direction 'find as one of the functions of the
Department of Primary and Normal Instruction, a subdivision
of the Federal Secretariat. The institutions maintained for this
purpose are the Higher Normal School, which is a part of the
National University, the National Normal School in the Federal
District, and 17 erural normal schools distributed among the sev-
eral States. The rural normal schools are the newest of the
teacher education institutions.

[33]
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Program for the Rural Normal Schools
When the national program for rural education was

launched, special normal schools for the purpose of preparing
teachers for the new rural schools were not among its pro.
visions, although it was known at the time that few teachers
trained for any type of school were available.' Since the pro.
gram was to be a departure from traditional objectives and
practices in education, and since the avowed purpose was that
it shOuld be indigenous to the situation in a very real sense, that
it should come from the bottom up rather than be imposed
from above; a new type of teacher, rather than one trained
according to the traditional practices, was believed necessary.
The schools were to be frankly experimental, so far as pro-
cedures carried on by them were concernedthese were to be
accepted and considered permanent only as eiperience proved
their worth. There were few precedents to follow in organ-
izing the work of the new schools, still fewer in courses suitable
to prepare teachers for them. There was confidence in the
program and its objectives. Individuals qf ability were avail-
able, in sympathy with the program, who 'could work out de-
tails experimentally. Under all these conditions it was decidfd
to proceed 'with the schools under the direction of persons
selected on the bases indicated, and develop details of organi-
zation and curricula In the light of successful experience, post-
poning the establishment of pre-service training until the ex-
periment was on, a surer footing. This attitude is expressed in

an address delivered by the Director of Rural Education of the
Federal Secretariat as follows: " When we knew what we

wanted' our teachers to do we organized normal schools.' Their
purpose is to offer training (1) for teaching children, (2) for
teaching adults in health and better living, and (3) in organiz-
ing communities for social and economic betterment."

So it appears, from the point 'of view of the situation in Mexico
. and the program designed to meet it, a logical procedure

that normal schools for training rural teachers should be es-

tablished after the program was well under way in the schools.
When school officials had carried the experiment far enough
to have determined with considerable definiteness what thor con-
sidered its strengths and its weaknesseswhen, in other words,
they " knew what they wanted," normal school's' were set up.

This threefold purpose of rural-teacher prepttration, now ac-
cepted and carried out in the normal schools, was, as indicated

[ 34 ]
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in the statement of the Director of Rural Education, arrived at
as a result of experience; it is based on successful practice in
the rural schools extending over a period of years _of experimen-
tation. Equal emphasis is placed on the three functions of the
schools, namely, instruction of children, instruction of adults,
and the social and economic improvement of the communities.
The three functions proceed simultaneously. Teachers must be
prepared to perform all of them. Experience gained in the
rural schools influences practices followed in normal schools in
teaching methods, accepted classroom and community projects,
curriculum content as well as the general Qbjectives mentioned.,

The function of the rural normal schools is also officially
designated as " the preparation, by means of regular courses,
of teachers for thg small communities and native centers."
The first one was established in 1922; after that only two addi-
tional ones were opened, one in 1923 and one in 1925, until
1926, when four new schools were established. From 1927 to
1931, 10 such schools were opened; in all, 17 are now in opera-
tion. They are distributed, as far as possible, according to
needs throughout ke Republic.

A

Faculty and Students

In the seleciion of the faculties for the rural normal schools
and in the admission and provision for living expenses of stu-
dentsthe prospective teachers of the rural schoolsas in other
practical matters, the Federal officials responsible keep defi-
nitely in mind the community building as well as the instruc-
tional objectives of the schools.

The staff members of the several normal schools are selected
by the central education officials and supervised and directed
by them. In their selection certain personality qualities similar
to those sought in teachers, such as ability to lead in practical
activities for community betterment, confidence in the national
education program, and consecration to the service, receive
consideration, as well as professional and academic attain-
ments. The faculty of each normal school includes instructors
in shopwork and small industries, in home economics, in health,
recreation, and physical education, as well as in the academic
subjects. Most of the schools are relatively small as to enroll-

I Las MIsiones Culturales en 1927: Las Escuelas Normales Rurales. Publication of
La Secretariat de Educación Niblica. Mexico, DP., 1928.
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. ment, several having around 50 students in the normal school
, proper. The staffs number four to nine--mcasionally a few

more.
In order to insure that students are recruited from the poorer

classes of the people and from regions and villages which
should be reached by the education program, scholarships cov-
ering most of the expense of httending school are provided by
the Federal Government to a "high percentage of the students.
Other arrangements are made adapted to the needs of such
students, such as providing cultural environment, recreational
opportunities, economical living, desirable home atmosphere
and training, as well as the usual opportunities foie academic
and professional growth.

The plans for the conduct and maintenance of the rural
normal schools outlined by the Federal education officials in
charge specify that the home life of the schools be such as to
give an " atmosphere of kindness and an environtnent of real
domestic life." Life% to " unfold in the natural way " as it
would in a home. Rigid and formal regulations are to be
itvoided and " students shall take an active part in the domestic

to the end that they may be firmly convinced that the
a and mutual help offered by the institution is such as
that of a family." Students who, after two months as perma-
nent students, do not give to the teachers " application, sym-
pathy, and an inclination to learn " are dropped from the
school.

Among entrance requirements set up by the Federal Govern-
ment, the following are of interest: 2

The students of the rural normal schools shall be of two kinds--
boarding and day students. In both gases the recruiting of the same
shall be from the various communities included in the territory served
by the institution, choosing by preference from ainong the poorer class
when any favor is shown in giving scholarships. The basis of selection
for both kinds of students shall be as follows:

1. They must have satisfactorily completed at least the elementary
primary school confirmed by a cert!flcate or take an examination for
admission to the first semester, and a superior primary educiotion for
admission to the second.

2. Young nien must be more than 15 and young women more than 14
years of age.

3. They must feel that teaching is their vocativ.

Ibid., p. 225.
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4. They must have good health and no physical defects that willincapacitate them for leadership.

5. They must be of good character.

Curricula 0 ff ered

The curriculum followed in the rural normal schools is out-lined rather generally by the Department of Primary and Nor-
mal Instruction with the cooperation of the Department of Rural
Schools. It is organized to allow considerable freedom in inter-
pretation and adaptation by the faculties of individual schools.It aims to achieve the objectives indicated above by providing
courses which are designed to contribute to general education,to give special preparation in teaching methods, to teach scien-tific procedures in crop raising and animal husbandry, and to
give instruction and practice in the common small trades andrural industries as well as in community organization and im-
provement. Courses in " domestic economics and arts " are
offered young women as a means of improving community andhome life.

Two and three year courses are offered in each of the rural
normal schools, the length of the course followed being depend-
ent on the kind and amount of education ihe student has wheri
he enters the normal school. The entrance requirement set up
completion of the elementary schoolis not rigidly eifforcedwhen students otherwise promising as prospective teáchersapply for admission.

The regular course is two years in duration; each school yearis made up of two semesters of five months each. This courseleads to a diploma as rural teacher from the Federal Secretariatof Public Education on its successful completion.
The courses for the four semesters as prescribed by the Sec-retariat are as follows:

First semester.(1) The national language, 6 periods of 45 minutesper week; (2) arithmetic and geometry, '5 periods of 45 minutes perweek; (3) social science (geography history, and civics), 6 periods of45 minutes per week; (4) nature study, 3 periods of 45 minutes perweek; (5) singing and physical education (alternating), 6 periods of 30minutes per week; (6) writing and drawing, 6 periods of 30 minutesper week; (7) domestfc economics, comprising cooking and sewing(alternating) , 4 periods of 45 minutes per week; (8) agricultural work,
' Ibid., pp. 223-44.
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6 periods of 60 minutes per week; (9) shop and rural industries, 6

periods of 60 minutes per week.
This first semester has for its object giving students an academic

preparation equivalent to superior primary education; in consequence
it is necessary to accentuate the teaching of the general subjects, partic-
ularly the national language and arithmetic and geometry.

Second semester.(1) National language, 5 periods of 45 minutes per
week; (2) arithmetic and geometry, 5 periods of 45 minutes per week;
(3) nature study, 5 periods of 45 minutes per week; (4) social science
(geography, history, and civics), 5 periods of 45 minutes per week; (5)
singing and physical education, 6 periods of 30 minutes per week; (6)
anatomy, physiology, and hygiene, 4 perjods of 45 minutes per week;
(7) writing and drawing, 4 periods of 30 minutes per week; (8) domes-
tic economics, comprising cooking and sewing (for young women), 4
periods of 45 minutes per week; (9) agricultural work, 6 periods of 75
minutes per week; (10) shopwork and rural industries, 6 periods of 75
minutes per week.

Third semester.(1) National language, 3 periods4of 45 minutes per
week; (2) arithmetic and geometry, 3 periods of 45 minutes per week;
(3) social science (geography, history, and civics), 3 periods of 45

minutes per week; (4) singing and physical education, 6 periods of 30
minutes per week; (5) study of rural life, 3 periods of 30 minutes per
week; (6) child study and principles of education, 3 periods of 45
minutes per week; (7) domestic economics (for young women), 3 pe-
riods of 45 minutes per week; (8) agricultural work, 6 periods of 90
minutes per week; (9) shop and rural industries, 6 periods of 90 min-
utes per week; (10) technique for teaching reading and writing, 2 pe-
riods of 45 minutes per week; (11) observation in the primary rural
school annex (by turns).

Fourth semester.(1) National language, 3 periods of 45 minutes per
week; (2) arithmetic and geometry, 3 periods ea 45 minutes per week;
(3) social organization for the improvement of communities, 3 periods
of 45 minutes per week; (4) organization and administration of rural
schools, 3 periods of 45 minutes per week; (5) teChnique of teaching,
3 periods of 45 minutes per week; (6) domestic economics (for young
women), 2 periods of 45 minutes per week; (7) singing and physical
education, 6 periods of 30 minutes per week; (8) agriculturil work, 6
periods of 90 minutes per week; (9) shop and rural industriesn periods
of 90 minutes per week; (10) practice in rural school annex (by turns).

NOTE.The directors of the schools, by agreement with the Federal
Director of Education, can modify these class periods according to the

needs and conditions of the school, on condition that the program
employ an equivalent period of time.

Among the purposes of the normal schools as stated by the

Federal Secretarial of Public Education 4 is " the incorporation
of the small communities of the same region into th: eral

progress of the country by means of extension work ed on

4 Ibid.
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by these institutions." To this end the normal schools super-
vise community activities and Federal schools in the region im-
mediately surrounding them, assisting the schools in their pro-
gram. The normal schools also initiate independent projects.

It is also required by the Federal Secretariat that evening and
night, Saturday and Sunday courses in " general science, in agri-
culture, in small industries, in home economics, be established
for the adults of the surrounding community or communities.
In these the students of the advanced grades, as well as the
normal school faculty, are to offer instruction."

In all the activities of the normal schools and in the further-
ance of the objectives of the teacher-preparing program, the
community in which the normal school is located and the local
Federal school are used as laboratory facilities by the faculty
and students. The local Federal school is known as the annex.
No normal school is established unless the community maintains
such a school. The local school is an observation, demonstra-
tion teaching? and practice,center. Usuallyit is taught by the
sWdents of the normal school under the supervision of the
faculty members. II

In this school and community center the prospective teacher
sees in operation and familiarizes himself through participation
with the activities, school and community, which he will be
expected to carry out in his future teaching assignment " In
the little towns around about the institutions they (the teacher
students) do practice work in the dignification of domestic life,
in the elevation of habitual occupations, the betterment of com-
munity health, in improved control of the natural resources of
the environment, and in the enrichment of recreational life.
With these extension activities of the rural normal schools the
little country towns are aroused to new stirrings of aspiration
and hope of redemption, and they set about to work with their
own hands for their own betterment." This kind of training
assures, in the opinion of Federal officials, that the young peo-
ple will go out from the norinal schools as " well-rounded com-
munity directors " with practical as well as theoretical training
in the promotion of the program of " incorporation "the
ultimate aim of the socialized school as it is conceived in
Mexico.

The rural normal schools function also in the in-service train-
ing of teachers, especially of those in the vicinity of the in-
sfitution. They organize and conduct teachers' institutes from
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time to time, especially during vacation periods. These insti.
lutes are usually from 10 days to 2 weeks in duration. Courses
are arranged to contribute to the improvement of the cultural
and vocational qualifications of leachers in service and are con-
sidered stimulating and helpful in spite of their short duration.

4

Building and Equipment
In housing arrangements, the needs of the normal schools,

like those of the prinriary and secondary schools of Mexico, are

simple and are usually satisfied with relatively little expense to
The communities or to the Federal Government. Several are

housed in abandoned and in some cases partially ruined con-

vents. At least one is a rebuilt abandoned hacienda. Land
in sufficient quantity to provide a school farm is sometimes
donated by the community in which the school is located, or

otherwise made available either without expense or with a

minimum of expense to the Government.
When an abandoned building surrounded by fields in need of

reconditioning is acquired as a site for a normal school, the
instructors and students, with the cooperation of the commu-
nity, undertake the responsibilityoften also perform the neces-

sary laborof reconstruction and rehabilitation. Machinery
and tools furnished are usually simple and inadequate. Some-

times they are acquired wholly or in part through the efforts
of the school. Yet the combined efforts of the groups indi-

cated result in reasonably convenient, even beautiful, schools.
Generally only the minimum of equipment is furnished,

whether for industrial or academic work. This, too, is ac-

quired atime goes on in part through the efforts of the school.
All the necessary household tasks of the living quarters, as well

as those concerned with the upkeep and efficient conduct of
the school, are performed by the students as a matter of course.

The Federal aovernment has established certain require-
ments concerning the site and building 'which are of interest
As outlined in Las Misiones Culturales en 1927 they are :

To properly fulfill their object, the normal schools will be installed
on grounds communicating easily with centers of population of some

importance. Moreover, there shall be taken into account, for their
foundation, the following requisites:

1. As the normal schools will be obliged to have boarding students,
the building must be sufficiently ample to allow conveniently for the

*Ibid.. Publication of La Secretariat de Educatit% Mika. Maim, 19211.
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following services: Classes, dormitories, baths, dining room, kitchen,
toilet, etc.

2. The school must have cultivated land of good quality, sufficient.in
extent for work in horticulture, vegetable gardeiling, fruits, and exten-
sjve general crops. The extent of the improved grounds must not be
less than 6 hectares, and if the rainfall of the region so requires, the
necessity for irrigation must be taken account of.

3. The property must be of sufficient extent to establish the following
annexes to the institution : Workshops for offices and small rural indus-
tries and _provision for the rearing of domestic animals.

4. It will be indispensable also that the property be adequate for the
functioning of a primary rural-school annex for the professional prac-
tice of the normal students.

The normal school recently established at Tamaulipas sup--
plies a good example of the way in which partially ruined
buildings and farm sites are adapted to the new purpose of
educating rural teachers. It illustrates also the spirit of service
and the belief in the worthiness of the program for educating
the rural population which so often characterizes the faculty
and students of the rural normal schools. The story is told by
the Federal Director of Rural Education.

The revolution passed through there (Tamaulipas) and swept clean
all that human endeavor had constructed. Everything was left bare and
desolate. The only thing remaining was a big, old, ruined house in an
utter state of abandonment. It had been the seat of a rich and powerful
h*ienda. Its lands had been parceled out to dwellers in the ranch
settlement who survived the storm of the revolution. A little over a
year and a half ago the Department of Education sent there a group of
chosen teachers with the vision, the enthusiastic will to do, the tem-
perament and spirit of missionaries. These teachers bore the commis-
sion to make use of the ruined structures and crop lands for the estab-
lishment of a rural normal school. They set their hand to the task of
reconstructing the building and making it appropriate for domestic and
scholastic life. They conditioned the crop fields, installed departments
for the Various rural industries of the region and for stock, domestic,
and work animals. The moment they were on the ground they opened
school. Now, after a year and a half, the school is owner of 26 hectares
of crop land, all of it irrigated. It has harvested abundant crops of
corn, sugarcane, and vegetables. It has orchards of walnut, avocado,
and other kinds of fruit trees. The pupils, to the number of 50, are
organized in the form of a cooperative which includes various activities,
making fiber products; raising chickens; keeping cows, goats, pigs; crop
farming; running a bakery and barber shop. The school owns chickens,
ducks, guinea hens, horses, 17 head of cattle, a herd of goats, and 32
hogs, some of which are Poland China. All these animals were secured
by the cooperative society of the school.

143678°--112---4
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At present everything which is produced or made in the school is
utilized and consumed in it, and with the increment it is hoped it will
sbe necessary later to look for an outlet for the products. Indeed, it is

hoped by the director of the school that it will eventually become self-

sustaining.
Of the students of this normal school-59 in nvm>er-50 are provided

with scholarships of 60 centavos a day each by the Federal Department
of Education, 3 are supported bY the school, and 6 pay for their school-
ing. Sixteen were graduated from the school the current year. Of

these the director of the normal school states: " I can assure you that

each one of these teachers is shaped in the wood from the timber of
which social leaders are made, and that by the same token you can
count on genuine community dixectors and not only teachers prepared
for work with school-age children."

The activities of the faculty and students in rebuilding the
abandoned hacienda into an acceptable plant for a normal

school at lrtmaulipas, in fertilizing and planting the fields sur-

rounding it 'to furnish food for the resident students, as well

as a laboratory for training teachers in methods of crop pro-
duction, which they will later use in their school and com-

munity work, offer but one example of a procedure commonly
followed in Mexico. It is a plan which is doubtless responsibk
in part for the rapid progress in establishing educational insti-
tutions despite the lack of ample financial resources.

During the Spanish-colonial period numerous convents and
churches, many of them representative of the highest attain-
ments in architecturé, sculpture, and painting of the cultured
countries of Europe of that period, were built. These convents
often, perhaps generally, were seats of wealt

h
d culture dur-

ing the colonial period. Tiine and many have taken
their toll of these historic landmarks; but since they were .built

for the ages, their substantial walls stin stand. Several of these
near-ruins, suitably located for iormal schools, are being, or

have been, transformed into reasonably appropriate and con-

4 venient schools.
Through such restoration, as a result of the work of educa-

tion officials and students, not only are buildings made avail-

able for normal schools with little expense to the Federal
Government, but in some instances at least works of art in

architecture, sculpture, and paintings well worth preservation
are preserved. The restoration of a Dominican convent built

in 1542 in a lovely old Aztec grove at Oaxtepec is an example.

The walls and ceiling of this old building 'were originally deco-
rated in the manner.of the Spfini0-colonial period. Time and

decay had obscured the paintings, which recent steps in the

[42] 111%."
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restoration process have revealed. The paintings are now
being preserved or appreciatively restored where necessary.

The transformation of abandoned buildings of various
kindschurches, convents, haciendas, and even less pretentious
residences, into day and residence schools, some of them with
such modern accessories as swimming pools, basketball courts,
and the likemost of the work performed without cost and
by teachers, students, and community leaarsis note the least
interesting of the developments in the Mexican school program.
Mexican schools, day schools a,--Nwell 'as normal schools, are a
lesson in what enthusiasm ahd determination can accomplish
without money. Buildings and equipment are usually primi-
tive and inadequate, yet the spirit of the work suffers little from
such inadequacisperhaps it is stronger because of them.

At present there are not enough rural normal schOols to
furnish teachers for more than a small percentage of the rural
schools, which have recently been increasing in number at Ale
rate of nearly 1,000 a year. It is the present purpose to increase
the number of these schools to at least one in each State and
Territory, as well as to improve and enlarge the facilities of
those now established to accommodate a larger number of
students. " It is our present longing to make possible that
number. The day will come when we will ask for more "
(normal schools).

Ntio
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CHAPTER FOUR

SECRETARLI DE EDUCACII IS; PÓBLICA

N THE preceding discussion reference hasI
been made to the Federal rural schools and to their establish-
ment, direction, and supenision by Federal education authori-
ties. All Federal activities concerned with education in Mexico,
including those concerned with rural education, are centralized
in the Secretaria de Educación Pública, a central organization
corresponding to a department in our Government The chief
officer of any Secretaria is a member of the President's Cabinet,
just as the heads of departments in the Government of the

. United States are members of the President's Cabinet. The
Secretary of Education is appointed by the President of the
Republic. ,

,
1

. Up to 1921 edudation in Mexico waslargely a State fund*.
Each of the 28 States of the United States of Mexico maintained

, its own system. The Federal Government organized and main-
tained schaols in the Federal District (corresponding somewhat
tó our own District of Columbia) and in the three Territorie&
Duling the Presidency of Obregon the national constitution was
amefided and-the Federal Government given the right to estab-
lish; organize, find maintain. schools throughout the Republic

[44]
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-A RUINED CONVENT OF SPANISH COLONIAL DAYS NOW BEING CONVERTED INTOA RURAL NORMAL SCHOOL
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A PATIO OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION BUILDING IN MEXICO CITY
SHOWING FRESCOES BY DIEGO RIVERA
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and to legislate in matters relating to them. In general, the
Federal schools supplement those maintained bY the States, and
there are at the present time three separate systems existing
side by side apparently without conflict or serious overlap-
pingthe Federal, the State, rand the municipal. Of the last
there are few. The Federal ruial schools have been increasing
rapidly year by year in the past seven years, outnumbering at
the present time by several thousand the State rural schools.
More and more they are setting the pace for State schools in
organization, curriculum, and progressive nigthods of teaching.

The Secretaria de Educación Pública includes 26 different
subdivisions, representing as many different offices, functions,
or services to the Federal school system. A graphic represen-
tation of the organization of the Secretariat presented in
Noticia Estadistica sobre la Educación Pública en México Cor-
respondiente al Ano de 1928 (Statistical Information on Public
Education in Mexico for the Year 1928), the official annual re-
port of the Secretariat, indicates the functions and relative ad-
ministrative status of the several component divisions which
constitute the Secretariat. At the head are the " superior
offices," namely, the Secretaryship, Subsecretaryship, and Chief
Clerkship. An affiliation is indicated in this graph with the
National University, which, however, became autonomous in
1929.

Immediately under the supervision of the Secretary are seven
major divisions, known as departments, and eight minor divi-
sions, called directorships, sections, or inspections. The major
aepartments are: Department of Libraries, Department of Fine
Arts, Department of Primary and Normal Instruction, Admin-
istrative Department, Department of Rural Schools, Depart-
ment of Technical Instruction, and Department of Psychopeda-
gogy and Hygiene. The minor divisions are editorial director-
ship, directorship of cultural missions, directorship of second-
ary education, directorship of archeology, national student
chest of savings and lens, technical section of special student
statistics, general inspection and construction, and educational
extension by radio.

Under the Department of Administration and of similar rank
to the eight minor divisions referred to are eight divisions, all
of which are called sections. They are: Personnel section,
section of accountancy, section of supplies, section of archives,
storehouse section, section of school lunches, section of school
buildings, and section of routing and control.
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The names of the various divisions of the Secretariat indicate

the functions assumed by each. Some interesting services will

be noted not usually assumed by Federal or State education of-

fices in the United States. Textbooks are furnished and school

and public libraries promoted by the Federal Secretariat, as in-

dicated in the outline of divisions. The importance of archae,ol-

ogy in the department is suggested by statements elsewhere

in this bulletin concerning the schools' efforts to encourage
racial pride among the population.

The section of special student statistics is responsible for pro-

moting interest in improving types and manner of keeping sta-

tistical data relating to attendance and student personnel. A

special record is kept in the rural schools for indigenous stu-

dents showing the specific " race " to which they belong. Record

forms for these schools include separate space for enrollment of

adults as well as of children. Attendance records are kept for

two days of the week, i. e., Monday and Thursday separately

for boys and girls and for men and women. For the former a

6-grade classification is provided; for the latter, three grades

only. Age classification for children provides for two groups

only; one includes children 6 to 14, and the other, children over

14 years old.
The annual report to which reference is made above shows

the distribution of Federal money appropriated to the Secre-

tariat. Since this bulletin is concerned especially with the De-

partments of Primary and Normal Instruction, Rural Schools,

and Secondary Education, and somewhat with the Department

of Technical Education, as this _department cooperates will]

rural schools in the teaching of agriculture, it is of interest that

(in 14128) 71 per cent of the total budget of the office was devoted

to thése services, as follows: Primary and Normal Instfuction,

39 per cent; Rural Schools, 17 per cent; Technical Education,

11 per cent; and Secondary Education, 4 per cent.

The Secretariat is located, as are the other Government de-

partments, in the capital city: It is housed in a dignified and

commodious building designed for and *devoted exclusively to

Federal activities in education. It is one of the most interesting

and impressive of the several Federal buildings, and because

of this fact, and the very general interest in the work being

carried on, has become one of the attractions of the city. It is

built around a central court or patio. Mural decorations in the

corridors surrounding the patio are by Diego Rivera, Mexico's

leading artist, well known in the United States, especially since
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he has recently decorated a number of public buildings in some
of our cities. The murals represent an historical pageant based
on the revolution of 1910.

The use of the central patio foi\the production of school plays
and festivals is an example of the place the Wilding holds in
the minds of school officials and the public. The court lends
itself to the staging of school plays and traditronal dances.
The patio is so frequently used for entertainments by schools
from all parts of the country that it has been called the motherof school theaters. the building houses also a permanent
exhibit of art and handicrafts produced in the schools.

Administration and Supervision

The Federal rural schools are under the direction and super-
vision of a subdivision of the Secretariat known as the Depart-
ment of Rural Schools and Incorporation of Indigenous Culture
into Mexican Life. It is in charge of a director of rural schools,
an appointee of the Secretary of Education. This department
has quarters in the Federal Education Building and a force of
assistants for whose work the director is responsible. He co-
operates with the other subdivisions of the Secretariat and
with other Government departments !which assist in certain
phases of school work. Within the Secretariat such relation-
ships are particularly close with the Department of Primaryand Normal Instruction and with the Bureau of Cultural Mis-sions. The Department of Education works hand in hand with
the Departments of Health ánd Agriculture.

The Federal rural school organization extends into each of
the States through State and local school officials appointed bythe central Federal authorities and responsible to them. In
each State there is a Federal education officer responsible for
the general supervision of Federal schools within his State.
States in turn are organized into districts, which correspond
roughly to our counties, each with a Federal school official in
charge. The plan contemplates a complete organization ofFederal supervision from the central office extending into eachocal district and affecting all Federal rural schools as theyare established. The State directors are responsible for unify-ing and improving the work of the district supervisors, whilethe Federal officials at the central office, cooperating with theState inspectors and the cultural missions, aim to improve the
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whole organization through the promotion of visitation, con-
ferences, working committees, institutes, professional reading,
and other supervisory measures resembling those familiar to

educators in the United States.
The district supervisor in Mexico is the representative of the

Federal Secretariat in -district and is held responsible for the
efficient functioning of the schools under his direction. As such
he is clothed with considerable authority and given the confi-
dence of his supervisory officers and much liberty of action in

the conduct of school affairs of his district. He is mainly re-

sponsible for the selection and placement of teachers and may

even suspend teachers for serious misdemeanors. He is jointly
responsible with the teachers for initiating and carrying out

school and community projects. His success, however, depends
on his ability to lead and to work harmoniously with the com-

munity, especially with its school committee. Preservation of

the unity of school and community is indeed one of the objec-
tives of the Federal program in education and as such one of

the supervisor's mpst significant responsibilities. He reports
regularly to and keeps in close p-ersonal touch with the State
supervisor of Federal schools, who in turn reports to the central
office.

Administrative details seem to be less exacting and to con-

sume less of the supervisor's time than i common in school sys-

tems in the United States. This appears to be due in part to the
simplicity of the program in buildings and equipment and to
the fact that the agreement between the 12cal community and
the Federal Government by which schools are established fixes
quite definitely their respective responsibilities. The com-

munity supplies buildings and equipment; the 'Federal Govern-

ment, textbooks and teachers' salaries. The willingness of offi-
cials to permit a program to evolve as a result of successful ex-

perience rather than to impbse a standardized program con-
ceived in advance, also reduces administrative details for super-

visors. Much esponsibility for the administration of local

school and community projects is borne by the teacher and by

community committees appointed for the purpose. The face
lions of the district supervisor which have come to be accepted

by the people and the Federal Government are concernedpria
stimulative leadership, direction and inspection, and su ervi-

sion of instruction.
The local districts are adapted in size and in number of

schools to reasonably intensive supervision of the instructional
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program. Not only is frequent visitation possible for the super-visor, but frequent meetings of small groups of teachers arefacilitated by the plan of district supervision, so that informaldiscussion groups for the consideration of local communityproblems can be held, as well as district meetings more for-mally conducted and more general in character.
The district supervisor is definitely responsible to centraleducation authorities for attending and cooperating with theannual institute for teachers in his district and for coordinatinghis supervisory work for the succeeding year with the policiesand practices initiated at the institute by the mission staff.Some district supervisors become members of the institute staffduring the session in their districts.
An important supervisory agency is available in the Federaldemonstration and observation schools, one of which is locatedin each State. These schools are established in part for ex-perimental purposes, but chiefly to set standards for Federaland State schools and to demonstrate progressive practices ineducation in the States in which they are located. They areunder the direction of ,the respective State directors of Federalschools.
A description of supervisory practices in one representative

district visited will illustrate what, judging from considerableobservation, is quite general practice. Certain local adapta-tions and emphases are, of cours, inevitable. The supeivisor
in question emphasized the improvement of instruction. Theobjectives of the program as stated by him were better tech-niques of teaching, improvement of school organization, im-proved community work, and keeping and using good types ofrecords and reports. Three days of this supervisor's itveek aredevoted to group meetings in the respective sections. Theother three days are for school visiting. Office routine andadministration are apparently reduced to a minimum, sincethey are taken care of in this particular district during eveningsand Sundays. The rural schools have a 6-day week. Thedistrict employs approximately 100 teachers, organized intogroups corresponding to geographical sections of the district,in each of which teachers can conveniently meet with thesupervisor at regular and frequent intervalsgenerally once aweek. The meetings continue throughout one day, the day'sprogram beginning,with a demonstration lesson. This lessonmay be taught by a teacher, the purpose being to secure thecriticisms and suggestions of the group, It may be taught for
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the purpose of demonstrating good pwctice, in which case the

supervisor or a superior teacher he selects conducts the demon.
stration. Discussion follows the lesson in charge of a teacher
or of the supervisor.

Other subjects for consideration on a typical program in this
district include the use of and methods of keeping records and
reports; improving professional techniques; special individual
and community problems with discussions as to methods of

meeting them. The day's program includes one period devoted
to questipns concerned with teachers organizations; improvini
working conditions, salaries, or similar matters of concern and
interest to the group. This period is managed by the organiza-
tion itself (the sindicado) rather than the inspector.

Other Activities

Other interesting departments of the Secretariat are those of

fine arts, of psychopedagogy and hygiene, of school libraries,
and extension of education by radio. Each +of these has im-
portant cooperativehips with the Department of Rural
Schools in the promotion orris program while carrying on its

own specific work. The activities relating to rural schools of
the two subdivisions of the Secretariat mosfclosely concerned
with the rural-school program, namely, the Department of Pri-
mary and Normal Instruction and the Bureau of Cultural Mis-
ions, are described elsewhere. The former maintains, in addi-

tion to activities described, an interesting connection with the
general supervision of elementary schools carried on by the
Federal District supervisors and is responsible for courses in

supervision offered in the national summer school for teachers.
The Department of Fine Arts promotes and supervises in-

struction in music, physical education, and drawing and prac-

tical arts. The People's Night School of Music was established
by this department to provide the laboring classes with cultural
opportunities. Concerts in which glee clubs, orchestras, and

dancing classes participate are held in public parks and halls,

and courses in singing, in piano, and other insttuments are

offered. The Bureau 6f Drawing and Practical Arts, a sub-

division of the Secretariat, directs open-air schools of painting.
It works closely with the Department of Rural Schools in de-

signing and supervising decoralions for school fairs, entertain-
. ments, stage settings for open-air theaters, and other art wort

required from time to time by the Secretariat of Education.
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The Department of Psychopedagogy and Hygiene is con-cerned with the mental and physical development of pupils.'Under its direction tests are administered to children of all
ages, and results are utilized to improve classification of pupils,
teaching methods, and educational conditions hi general. Forimprovement of the physical development of Mexican childrenthe department conducts clinics, furnishes medical inspectionfor schools, inspects buildings, grounds, and equipment, and
furnishes school breakfasts to thousands of undernourished
children.

The Department of School Libraries promotes establishmentof local libraries in schools and in communities, offers residentand correspondence courses in library science, and maintains
a library for the Secretariat of Public Education as well as an
annex library in the Federal District, largely for the benefit of
teachers. The establishment of libraries in rural cpmmuniliesis recognized as of momentous importance. It is the purpoe
as yet attained only in partto have a small library in everyrural school for the use of the community as well as for theteacher and the school.

The Bureau of Extension of Education by Radio servesschools and the general publis. For schools, stories, readings,chorus songs, and children's games are broadcast. For thebenefit of rural teachers special radio courses are prepared bythe Department of Rural Schools. The prpgrams offered forthe interest of the public in general are for urban workers,rural workers, and housekeepers. The courses are designed toraise the economic level and to offer cultural opportunities forworkers and housewives.
In their varied efforts the departments of the Secretariat,particularly that of the Department of Rural Education, aimrather at leadership of a stimulating type than toward the im-position of standards or the definite direction of activities. Thepurpose is to supplement educational facilities offered by Stateor other agenciesto increase quantitatively and improve qual-itatively cultural opportunities offered, and especially to makethem available to the masses of the people not heretofore ade-quately revhed by public or private educational influences.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SECONDARY SCHOOLS

HE new Federal edu-
cation program in Mexico contemplates the provision of second-

ary education facilities which shall eventually be available to
all children of secondary school age. At present secondary
schools under Federal direction are established as a unit of the
regular public-school system in cities chiefly. They reach a rel-

atively small percentage of the children. Like the Federal
rural-school system, the secondary schools are an outgrowth of
postrevolutionary aspirations and policies.

Prior to 1917, secondary education consistea entirely of pre-
paratory work leading to professional courses in the National
University. This practice represented a generally accepted be-
lief and policy that secondary education was for the privileged
minority who contemplated professional careers or the leisurely
life of the gentleman of wealth. The traditional prescribed
5-year course was given at the National Preparatory School,

the PreparatAara unit of the National University in Mexico

City. The type of instruction offered was formal and academic
The instructors were drawn almost wholly from the business
and professional men of the community. They taught by the

lecture method one or two hours a day or less on phases of the

business or profession they pursued. The program was wholly

inadequate from the point of view of the needs of modern life.
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Changing Ideals
Since 1917, a gradual change has been taking place in the

general understanding of the objectives of secondary education
in a democratic country. Educational leaders in particular
have been gradually coming to the conclusion that if democracyis to be achieved thiough education, secondary school facili-ties must be increased, to the end that opportunities available
more nearly approach universality. Thëy believe, further-
more, that secondary schools must be organized to offer abroader education preparing for life and all vocations ratherthan for professional careers solely.

However, in spite of changing ideals, as late as 1924 the Na-
tional Preparatory School, still a unit of the National Univer-
sity, was the only public secondary school in Mexico City. Pre-
paratory schools similar in type had been established in ,the
other States and Territories. The courses offered were of both
secondary and higher grade, without well-defined diffeientia-
tion between the two. Courses were still preparatory to pro-
fessional courses in the National University, and traditional
offerings and methods largely prevailed.

Reorganization of Secondary Education
In 1926, decided changes took place. A subdivision of the

Federal Secretariat, the Directorship of Secpndary Education,
became active in the extension and improvement of secondary
education throughout Mexico. A presidential decree was is-.
sued to permit the incorporation into the Federal school system
of all secondary schools complying with cértain requirements.
This cipened a way for setting up standards and offered certain
advantages to private secondary schools and students complet-
ing courses in them. Of still greater importance, the Na-
tional Preparatory School was completely reorganized in both
form and purpose. The first three years of sec9ndary offerings
were completely separated from the National Preparatory unit
and transferred to and became a part of the public-school sys-
tem as regularly established The last two
years of the old &year course were re lied to form the new
'type of preparatory school which contitmed to be a unit of the
National University. The courses ofiered lead to entrance to
the university proper. The 2-year preparatory courses are ex-

secondary Fhools.
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ell

tended taqhree years when the type of preparation requires
such extension.

Instructors in the National Preparatory School are still largely
part-time teachers and the staff' is still made up in large part of

persons regularly engaged in the 4usiness and professional
world. They are paid from school (rinds only for the time ac-

tually spent in school wen*. This is in part an economy meas-
ure. Teachers in secondary schools receive far higher salaries
than in rural .schoolsas much as six to ten times as many
pesos per day in some instances. Appropriate equipment is

necessary, and secondary schools, therefore, are relatively ex-

pensive. However, the system has its advocates for efficiency
reasons also. It is believed that there is added practical value
when subject matter is presented by scientists, and business and
professional men and women, who brinFairectly to the class-
room the results of everyday experiences from the fields of their
respective activitfes. Theory is less apt to be overemphasized,
in the opinion of the advocates of the system. 0' .

New Secondary Schools

The new secondary schools now form a link in the Federal
public-school system. Reasons for their establishment, as stated
recently by officials of the Federal Secretariat of, Education, are

representative of the trends in thinking on educational mat-
ters in Mexiço. They are : The recognition of the adolescent
nature of the child of secondary school age ; the need of provi-
sion for individual differences and a belief in the ultimate com-
plete democratization of secondary instruction.

The secondary schools offer three years of work following
completion of the six years of the elementary or primary school.
They offer prevocational courses, are broadening and demo-
cratic in tendency, stress the teaching of subject matter through
activities, emphasize the social studies, and encourage social
participation throughout the ;courAe. They. correspond, there-
fore, in age and grade of pupils enrolled and in purpose and

offerings to the junior high school organizations familiar in
school systems in the United States. Completion of the courses
satisfies the eptrance requirement to the National Preparatory
-and other similar preparatory schools.

The secondary schools are growing rapidly in number and in
enrollment,' testifying to their increasing popularity. In Mexico
City the number of %schools increased. from one in,1926 to eight
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in 1931 ; enrollment for Me respective years increased from 3,000
to 10,500. Available facilities are inadequate at present to ac-
commodate the children who apply for adwission and who have
fulfilled the entrance requirements. Secondary schools of the
same or a similar type have been esitábtished in the other large
cities of Mexico, from which simar increases in their popu-
larity are reported.

Entrance to the secondary school is limited ta those who, hav-
ing completed the six years of the primary school, pass 'a satis-
factory examination in language and arithmetic. The examina-
tion is followed by mental and achievement tests, administered
more to determine the curriculum to be followed than as an
entrance requirement The examination probably acts as a
check 'on Occessive enrollments. However, as facilities improve
and increase, examinations and tests as entrance requirements
will, it is expected, be discontinued.

The secondary school faculties are made up of both full-timeand part-time instructors; the latter generally predominate in
nuniber. The amount of time devoted to instruction bY,part-time instructors varies, depending on local conditionsinclud-ing financial resourcesand on the neéds of the subjects they
teach. Music and art, for example, are subjects commonly
taught by part-time teachers, who spend one to three hotirs pèrweek in the schools.

Textbooks are selected by committes of teachers and princi-
pals under the direction of the Department of Secolidary Edu-
cation. ThOr include texts by Mexican educators, translationsof standard forrign texts, and original foreign texts. Supple-mentary materkal is used freely and libraries are required in
accredited secondary schools.

Activities
A

* aCurriculum offerings include' mathematics, 3 years: biologi-cal sciences, 3 years; geography, 3 years; physics and chemistry,
1 year each; general history, national history, and politicalecopomy, 6ach 1 yeake, Spanish lapguage and literature, 3 years;nglish, 2 years; drawing and modeling, 3 years; physical edu-lion, 3 years; singing, 3 years; " a trade," 1 year (compulsoryor the first year) ; civics, 3 years.

' Stern, Moish. Rena* de la Educación Pdblica en México en 1927. Publication ofSecretariat of Public Education, No!. XVIII, No. 13, Mexico, D F., 1928.
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The activity principles followed in rural schools and the ¿in.
phasis on " practical " subjects described in a preceding chapter
sire practiced also in the secondary schools. English is con.

sidered the most practical of modern languages for Mexicans

and is a requirement for two years of the high-school course.

There is a close tie-up between studies and observation through
field trips, visits to shops, laboratories, etc. In the third year

every pupil must become a member of at least three clubs and

must perform at least ten- acts of soicial service to the satisfac-

tion of a committee chosen by the pupils. Activities outside

the school are considered as importaut as classroom work. The

subject Matter of the several secondary-school ciirricula is

analyzed and reorganized into activities. Reorganization is a

cooperative project carried out by principals and teachers di-
rected by the Federal education officials. Self-realization and
,self-expression, *especially through art, music, and handwork,

are encouraged. Modeling, drawing, music, and art are con-

sidered and taught as means of free expression

A Representative School

A representative,high school in Mexico City for girlssecond-
ary schools are not coeducationalwas observed during a

regular and typical day's session. A brief account of the school

And its origin and outlines, showing weekly schedules of four of

tbe teaching groups into which the school is divided, are in-

chided as illustrative of generar practice in secondary schools

Vn Mexico under'the new plan.
Secondary School No. 8 was not provided when plans for

secondary-school buildings were made preceding the opening

of the regular school year 1928. In its present form it is a re-

sult of an insistent demand for an educatiim and of resource-

fulness and initiative on the part of a determined group of

teachers and pupils. Applicants for admission to the school

building furnished for the girls of the section in which Second.

ary School No. 8 is located were far in excess of expectations

and of preparationsmade in advance, and when school open-

ing day arrived there were approximately 300 girls in excess of

the capacity of the building. These applicants had fulfilled all

'entrance requirements. Additional accommoilations were fini.

perative, but no suitable school building and no equiptnenl

were available. As an initial step a principal was selected
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from the staff of the school in which the overflow occurred, a
staff recruited, and an unoccupied residence in the neighbor-
hood, Commodious in s4e but badly in need of repair and in
no sense adapted to school purpoes, was assigned to the faculty
and students. Of this they were to make aitrhool. Very little
in the way of funds for renovating and rebuilding purposes was
available.

School. sessions were begun, however, as soon as possible,
and the work of reconstruction and répair proceeded along
with regular class work. Throggh the efforts'of the principal,
teachers, and pupils, and with the help of a few workmen, in-
cluding the janitor and caretaker, the building has been, in
the three years of its occupation as a school, gradually trans-
formed into a modern, attractive, and convenient school. In
the beginning each girl brought her own chair and such other
school equipment as her home afforded. Donations of various
necessities came from homes and other sources. Gradually
the old rooms were renovated and made into classrooms, addi-
tions were built, outbuildings improved and utilized, the
grounds cleaned up and made beautiful with plantin0 and
playgrounds. The open patio in 'the center of the building
makes an excellent 'place for classes, in, musicthe piano is
moved out for the music periodfor physical education, and
for art instruction. There are workrooms for modeling, sew-
ing, cooking, and the like, as well as classrooms; an attractive
and well-equipped library, and now (July, 1931) jusi .opening
when the school was visited, after much planning and sacrifice,
a new swimming pool with showers, dressing rooms, lockers,
and other moZiern equipment, the pride of the school and
mainly the result of its own efforts.

The school enrolled in 1931 more than 500 girls. It offers the
accepted 3-year course. The faculty includes the principal
(the Dirertora), an assistant principal, and 12 full-time and 22
part-time teachers. About two-thirds of the part-time teachers
conduct classes in the school an average of three hours a week.
The others teach fewer hours a week. There are six days in
the school week and five periods of one hour each in the schoQ1
day. School opens at 8.30 in the mornfng and cgntinues until
1.30 in the afternoon. 'There ill a half-hour luncheon period.

The offerings in this school include matheinaticsarithmetic,
geometry, and trigonometry; sciencebotany, physics, chemis-
try, geography, zoology, hygiene; languageEnglish.and Span-
ish; civics; history, general, and history of Mexico; Spanish
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literature. Civics and social activities receive special attention,
as in other Mexican secondary schools. An interesting ex.

ample of a project conducted in this school as part of its social
program is concerned with supplying annually to one of the

city hospitals a certain number of layettes for indigent mothers,
They are made by the girls in their regular classes. Manual

work extends throughout the three years of the course and
includes sewing, cooking, housekeeping, modeling, and Mexican

handwork. Music and sporti are offered throughout the three
years. Some choice among offerings is possible beginning with
the first year.

Freedom of choice is promoted somewhat through student
groupings, which, while primarily for facility in organization,

are based also on students' choices among electives. Weekly

schedules are made up for each group for each month of 11;e

school year. For one first year reasonably typical group the

schedule is as follows: From 8 to 9 a. m., botany, Monday,

Wednesday, Friday; drawing, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday;

from 9 to 10 a. m., geography, Monday, Wednesday, Saturday;

work (selected types), Tuesday, Thursday, Friday; from 10 to
11 a. m., recreation, Monday, Thursday; Spanish, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Friday; mathematics, Saturday; from 11 to 11.39()

a. m., luncheon; froT 11.30 a. m. to 12.30 p. m., mathematic&

Monday, Tuesjay, ;,study period, Virdnesday, Thursday;
modeling, Friaay; from 12.30 to 1.30 p. m., music, Monday; Eng-

lish, Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday; civics, Wednesday, Friday.

It will be noted that mathematics occurs four days of the week

in the schedule for this group as it does for other groups not de-

scribe'd here. English and Spanish usually have three houn
each per week. Music, art, drawing, and types of handwork

vary in numlier of periods per week among groups. All have

at least one period of music. All have recreation periods. All

have handwork three or more periods a week, whether lacquer

work, Mexican embroidery, modeling, cooking, or 'another one

of the offerings provided.
The school keeps a complete file of individual records for

students on ,uniform record forms furnished by the Department

of Secondary Schocils. These forms provide for the usual at-

tendance record for each subject in which the student enroll&

and for " qualification," grades and conduct marks in each s&

ject. In addition certain personal information-4eight, weight

occupation, and residence of parent and photograph of the stu-

dent included on each record sheet
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Some Federal Activities
The secondary education department in the Federal Seem-

tariat is active not only in stimulating the extension of second-
arv education but in improving it. The movement now under
way to standardize and accredit offerings in secondary schools
is °raising standards generally and directing secondary-schoolwork into approved and acceptable channels. Objectives of
secondary education as approved by the department are bothpreparatory and terminal in charactercourses lead to "fur-ther study or prepare for life's work." Minimum standards
set up for accredited schools concern term length, class hours,equipment, teachers' salaries and qualifications, and supervi-
sion. The department is responsible also for setting up en-
trance requireménts to secondary schools. They include
examinations and standardized tests. The latter are formu-lated and administered by members of the staff of the depart-
ment or by supervised assistants.
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CHAPTER SIX

SPECIAL ACTIVITIES

OF THE MANY

interesting aspects of federally supported education observed

in Mexico, sometimes supplemental to and sometimes directly

integrated with the regular schools, there areo few which seem

of special interest. Probably the outstanding characteristics of

all of them are their simplicity, practicalness, and freedom

from formality. They are unpretentious as to administrative or-

ganization and equipment and free from rigid, formal require-

ments as to entrance qualifications or accomplishments. A need

is recognizednational, regional, or commuriity; there are indi-

viduals with some ability or with special talents, real or poten-

fial, and there is a school. The instructor may be only a little

in advance of his students in the field selected, but he has cer-

tain qualities of leadershipthey can learn together. On the

other hand, he may be especially talented in his fieldas in the

free schools of painting where gifted individuals oftén serve as

full-time or part-time instructors,
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Vocational Training
In Mexico City and in a number of the larger centers outsidethe Federal District, technical, industrial, and commercial

schools have been developed to train for the prevailing localtrades and industries. They are under the supervision of the
Department of Technical, Industrial, and Commercial Instruc-
tion of the Federal Secretariat of Education. They are gener-ally of secondary grade, although entrance requirements are
les; formal than for the Federal secondary schools proper.
Teachers generally are selected with reference to their abilityand experience, though some of the instructorsiof the minorcrafts and domestic economy are chosen becausrof expertnessin these particular lines of work rather than academic achieve-
ment. Both entrance requirements for students and standardsof qualifications of teachers are being studied with a view torevision. There are both night and day classes.

The schools offer direct and practical training for specific
vocations. Some schools specialize in a particular trade orindustry for which they are especially well equipped as toteachers, tools, machines, and the like. They are usually se-lected for specialization also' because they are conveniently
located with reference to the specialty selected, probably havingready access to a particular factory or plant with which coop-erative relations are established. Not only technical or indus-trial mastery is the objective, but also modern methods of usingit, including information concerning markets, desirable factorysites, sources of raw materials, transportation costs, and foreignmerchandise customs and duties. Along with the specializedsubjects of the schools, related academic courses are offeréd.Cooperation with department stores and industries has beenworked out liuccessfully, so that not only are positions filledfrom the schtiols but the proddcts of the students in training aredisposed of b5r department stores operated by or in cooperationwith tile schools. After the cost of the articles sold is deducteda percentage allowance goes to the students who made them.

In certain of the small communities escuelas de artes y oficios,resembling somewhat, as the name implies, some of our ownsmaller schools of practical arts, have been established. Theyoffer definite vocational training for certain selected trades orcrafts, usually regional, during the primary and secondaryschool years. .
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In one such school observed, probably reasonably representa-
tive of other similar ones, upward of 100 children were enrolled,
rangipg from 6 to 18 years of age. Equipment was of the

simplest kind so far as machinery is concerned, but ample for
the standards of the neighborhood. It included such tools as

were used by the most skilled workmeb in the community.
There was a leather shop from which elaborate hand-tooled
saddles and harness were turned out, as well as simpler ones.

Shoes, of the type used in the United States and Mexican sane

dals; belts, and other kinds of leather articles were made for

the pupils' own use and for sale. Repair work was carried on

also in the leather shop.
One long room of the building was devoted to weaving, and

several looms were in operation. Pupils wove towels of attrac-
tive designs. Most of the towels were sold to provide a con-
siderable Part of the school's income. The machine shop was a

practical farm repair shop equipped with a forge, anvil, and

other simple tools of the kind commonly used in the neighbor-
hood. The boys were repairing machinery brought in from
neighboring farms and homes. This repair shop was not only
a source of income to the school, but rendered important service
to the region. Under the direction of the trained instructor-
workmen, the school provided a knowledge of machinery and a

type of service not afforded elsewhere in the community. Car-

pentry and home-making courses, especially cooking and sew-

ing, of an equally practical nature, were among others offered.
The related academic subjectsmusic, physical education, and
drawingwere other basic offerings in the school curriculum.

Residence Schools

Boarding schools for Indians, called ;fsidence schools in
Mexico, are not favored except for specific purposes or needs.

Present policies for integrating and incorporating the Indian
population are based on the theory that schools are primarily
community institutions. The program must be carried on as

a community project designed to raise the social and economic

level of the group as a whole. It must reach adults as well as

children. Segregating individuals, transplanting them from tbe

home community during childhood and early youth, is not in

harmony with these accepted policies.
Exceptions to this general practice are made in certain up,

usual situations or for special purposes. The exceptional situ&
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tions and purposès so far recognized are served by four resi-dence schools for rural Indians, o4e national and three regionalin clientele. They were established by and are under the gen-eral supervision of the Department of Rural Education of theFederal Secretariat
The first residence school established was the Casa del Estu-diante Incligena (the House of the Indian Student), located inone of the suburban sections of Mexico City. It was founded atthe instigation of Dr. Puig Casauranc, later Secretary of theFederal Secretariat of Education, and now ambassador to theUnited States, an4 was sponsored by President Ca lles duringhis administration as an experiment and a demonstration.

Many people of the educated crass in Mexico believed that auseless expenditure of time and money would be involved inany concerted, nation-wide effort to educate Indians, which wasthe proposed plan of a new administration. Those who be-lieved in democracy in eduçation favored a nation-wide schoolsystem and felt sure that the Indians, if given an opportunity,
would prove their ability to profit. by education to the same ex-
tent as other Mexicans. The school was opened, then, in partto demonstrate the ability of primitive Indians to profit byacademic and vocational training, and in part as an experiment
in the extent to which Indian students would be able to adjust
themselves to civilized life economically and socially and even-tually return to their home communities to act as leaders andteachers, promoling the incorporation program and introducing
the ways of civilization which they had learned at school.

The student body is made uP of upward of 200 Indians repre-senting the 28 States of the Republic and 25 or more different
native tribes speaking as many languages. They are exposedto the social and cultural influences which the capital city af-fords, including recreational, library, and museum facilities.
They participate in civic and athletic gatherings; attend lec-tures, dramatic presentations, festivals, receptions; study shops,factories, and industrial centers of the city. They are en-
couraged to make friendly contacts with members of the differ-ent racial groups represoited in the school, as well as with the
mestizo and white population of Mexico and its envirods.

The house itself offers attractive living conditions, modernhygienic facilities, good sleeping quarters, healthful food, recre-
ation, and other necessities of civilized life. The school is pri-
marily an agriculture and trade school. The students receivetraining in basic academic subjects at both elementary and seci.4
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ondary levels, and in agriculture, the industries of Mexico, the

practical and fine arts. Physical training is compulsory. Stu-

dents are required to assist in the work of upkeep involved in

running the school and to care for their own rooms and clothing.

In some cases boys residing in the home are matriculated into
Federal schools, industrial plants, privately ownèd shops, fac-

tories, or business houses in Mexico City. They are given an op-

portunity to earn money in and out of school and are helped

and encouraged to form habits-of order and thrift.
Friends of the school believe that it has proved itself worthy

as an integrating influence; that it has promoted understanding

among representatives of many racial groups, as well as between

whites and mestizos and Indians; that it has definitely estab-

lished the educability of even the most primitive of the Indian

groups; and especially that it has demonstrated their power of

adjustment to new requirements and to a new environment.

Educational and intelligence tests have established the fact that

the Indians compare favorably in ability with the white and

mestizo population of the country. The salool has helped to
make the Indiani popular among certain groups previously

completely indifferent and this has resulted in increased atten-

tion to tbeir welfare.
It appears that the weakness of the residence school is not

found in difficulties of adjustment to a new environmént, but

rather in a tendency of the students on completion of the

-ocourses to remain in the new environment rather than to re-
turn to the natftre community to work for its social and eco-

nomic reconstruction. The Director of Rural Education in the

Federal Secretariat feels that integration is being achieved best

in social masses, or by communities, through the rural school,

and that educating individuals one by one through the residence

school is a slower and less satisfuctory process. In remote,

backward communities in which local schools may not be ap-

preciated and understood the returning students of the resi-

dence schools assist the incorporation program.
Among the most interesting of the residence schools is that

of San Gabrielito, located in the State of Guerrero, south of

Mexico City and bordering on the Pacific Ocean. Because it is

off the Mexican plateau, San Gabrielito is tropical in vegetation

And climate. Here, 35 boys, under the leadership of a director

and teachers selected and paid-by the Federal Government, have

established ti schoolCasa del Internado Indigena de San Ga-

brielito (Se Residence House of Indian Students of San Ga-
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brielito) . The school is, as the name implies, literally their
%use. They made the materials from which it is builtthe
adobe bricks, the colorful red tile8 for the roofand with their
own hands constructed the building. The work began in April,
1931, when the boys, ranging from 10 to 18 years of age, came
together with their 'teachers, and in the following August was
nearing completion. In Mexico, buildings and equipment are
not essential to the beginning of a school. A teacher and a
group of children are enough, and this school was no exception.
In fact, it is rather an excellent exemplification of this new
philosophy. The school opened and the building process began
at the same time. Neither bond issue rior special tax was
necessary.

The school of San Gabrielito was established to meet a very
special need. There are in Mexico certain rather well-defined
districts in which a skin disease known as mal del pinta is prev-
alent. Its cause has not-yet been located. it manifests itself in
a peculiar discoloration of the skin, but the victim is otherwise
normal. The remote localities in which the disease prevails are
naturally shunned by their neighbor communities and are there-
fore even more primitive. Schools have not been opened in
these coihmunities in any large numbers because teachers are

.Anot available. This particular residence school offers an oppor-
tunity for an education to the boys of neglected communities,
and, through a cooperative arrangement with the Federal pub-
lic health authorities, for mèdical treatment and care. Here
health authorities carry on experiments and tests in the treat-

fment of the diseaseone long under observation and study in
Mexicounder rather advantageous circumstances. So much
progress in this direction has been made that there is reason to
hope that eventually the boys from the school may return to
their home communities not only educated but rehabilitated
physically themselves and with a prospect of offering similar
advantages to the communities. The school will fulfill also -the
added purpose of preparing teachers who, when they return,
may open schools in their own home villages.

When the boys came to San Gabrielito they brought with them
no money, 'no shoes, the one suit of clothes which they wore,
and a blanket. The first task was to make beds. Each boy,
made his own, a cot resembling our army cots, but with woven
matting instead of the familiar canvas cover. The next neces-
sity was a chanke a clothing. Each boy made enough salable
articles tò purchase an additional suit This was no easy task
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in a land where handicraft articles have little sale value, bu

with the help of the teachers it was accomplished. Slioe

leather articles, pottery, hats, and chairs made of native mat

rials brought returns. As a result each boy who welcomed the

author on a visit to the school wore a clean cotton suit and the

native homemade sandals.
Meanwhile the building went forward, together with .the

making of school equipmentbenches, desks, chairs, the home

equipmentdishes and cooking utensils, and with related in-

struction in Spanish and in the academic subjects. It is an

attractive building, one story, stuccoed, Painted white, with a

fine red-tile poi% There is one large room with an apartment

separated off for the director, and a separate kitchen in a lean-to

at one end. The large room Is living room, dining room, bed-

room, shop, and schoolroom, even music room, since there is a

school orchestra and a band.
The site was donated and includes 20 to 30 hectares of good

farm land. It has been placed under cultivation by the boys of

the school and will in the future furnish mqh of the food
neeiled. There are five teachers paid by the Federal Govern-

ment and an allowance fAnn the Federal and State Governments

of 12 pesos (4 to 6 dollars) per day for food. Products of the
boys' handwark were in August steadily increasing in number

and in sale. Stoney received f rom their sale will buy additional
tools and equipment. Already the earnings of the schoolboys

have purchased instruments for the orchestra and basket balls.

A good basket-ball field has been prepared adjoining the
building.

There are two other regional residence schools, which, like

this one, are located in the beart of purely native population

areas. The regional location and the particular site and its en-

vironment are selected with care, espeCially the latter, in order

that it may be representative of conditions &at prevail in the

local communities from which students come. Housing, food,

clothing, and the manner of living are all designed to raise pre-

vailing standards, but gradually andln keeping with the prac-

tical possibilities of the resources of the respective communi-

ties. These precautions are. taken in the hope that the schools

will offer the advantages of a residence school and yet be free

from the objectionablç tendency of this type of school to wean

its students permanently away from their native environment

'or to disqualify them for readjustment and service to it on thei

return.
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Free Schools of Painting
Free schools of painting for both childrefi and adultssome-

times open-air schools, ofterier utilizing an available building
are more commonly located in cities, but are not unknown in
the rural villages.

To these establishments the children and young people of the com-
munities, preferably those of the poorer districts of Mexico and the
Indian population, may come if they feel an inclination to paint. No
questions are asked. There are no prerequisites. The theory is that
only those with the inclination to paint will come and only those with
talent will remain. The method can be summed up in three words
motivation, encouragement, and criticism. There is very little of the
last element, as a matter of fact, because teachers understand that ar-
tistic creation, being by nature personal and subjective, can hardly be
criticized, and again, that technique, being the servant of ideas and
emotions, can not properly be made a subject of criticism.

The artistic work of Mexican children, especially in drawing
and painting, has attracted widespread attention in recent
Nears.' Many students of art believe that they have potential
artistic talent of the first magnitude. Certainly the educational
system is trying to provide through the free schools of painting
an opportunity for the development of this innate ability.
There is also t least one school of sculpture similar in purpose
In Mexico City. In addition to the vocational aim of utilizing
the artistic talent of the Indians in handicraft and other produc-
(ions, painting, drawing, and sculpture, offer them opportuni-
ties to express qualities which through centuries of -poverty
and oppression may have been repressed. The free schools
of painting supplement the art work of the regular schools,
giving further opportunity to 4chi1dren and adults who show
special artistic talent

Open-Air Theaters
e

One of the- best examples of the genius of the teacher trans-
lated into a poliCy of the educational system is found ih the
open-air school theater. Early in 1930 an enthusiastic, socially-
minded teacher conceived the 'Weil of ling the dramatic
method of showing the evil effects of the excessive use of alco-,
bol to his community. He himself wrote simple 1-act plays
with this purpose in mind, itnd with his pupils constructed an
unpretentious open-air theater for their production. Because
of the success of the theater in achieving the purpose for'which
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it was intended, and with the encouragement of Federal school
official's and others interested in social reconstruction, the
open-air school-theater movement spread so rapidly that less
than two years after the firt one was opened there were be-

tween 3,500 and 4,000 theaters in as Many rural schools.
The open-air theaters vary in fype from a mere -platform

under the trees;or a sylvan theater utilizing a natural back-
ground with semicircular benches built in Greek theater fashion
to quite pretentious, even costly, theaters when one considers

the communities by which they are established. A number of.

school theaters utilize the wall of an ancient church as a back-

ground. In many the stage and its settings are elaborately
decorated in varied and colorful designs. The initiative and

artistic taste of the feachers have, as one would expect, much
to do with the style and pretentiousness of the little school.
theaters. Even the humblest of them represent community

interest and effort, and often gr/eat sacrifice on the part of both
teachers and community. They are an index to the fervdr with
which Indian communities respond to the new education and a

testimony to the spirit of service which characterizes even the

least prepared of the teachers.
The open-air theater is especially well adapted to the nature

of the people and to natural condipoir in rural Mexico. The

people live largely in the out of doors, love the soil, and are

in tune with nature. " We know the`secret of the desert; the

ponderous legend of the mountain; the luscious tale of the

jungle," says Professor Sáenz. For generations the recreational

ef7-- activities, the fiesta, even many of the traditional sacrifices,

have been held largely out of doors. Through the open-air
theater education avtils itself of the instinctive love of the

people for out-of-door festivities. The mild climate, the avail-

ability of picturesque sites, and the negligible cost are favor-

able factors. Community recreational activities are encour-
aged in the educational program both tf's a means of fostering

community solidarity and of raising standards of taste for

healthful and wholesome recreation.. The cultural missions

work directly with the .people *as well as with teachers to these

epds. Each staff includes an instructor in " the popular arts,"

including art, music, and drama, and a director of physical edu-

cation. The open-air theaters are practical means of utilizing

and making permanent the outcomes of their instruction during

the institutes. Music, art, and drama are means of expression

to° which' the Mexican Indian apparently respQads with a natural
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ease and enthusiasm which need relatively little techni :

rection. With reasonable guidance, then, the school the: rs
may help materially to the achievement of higher stkuidards in
recreational activities.

But the theater is also an educational device and a means of
spreading propaganda which the Wachers deem essential to
coMmunity welrfire. " We give puppet plays," writes one of the
leaders of a cultural mission, to the Federal department, " and
in that way we have got before th'e people a great part of the
welftire campaign. I hdt just written a piece to give the first
time the open-air theater is used. It is called El que a los
treinta no es rico a los cuarenta es borrico. (He who is not pros-
perous at 30 is out of it al 40). Also we have given two other
plays, Tierras y escuelas (Land and schools) and Lo que hacen
los maestrbs (What teachers do) . From the title of the last one
you will understand that it is a portrayal of the social work of
the teachers. I took as a theme the life of this community
itself, its ciistoms, its ideals, its speech, and even its social and
moral ills, to give from the stage a lesson which watld reach
and touch the hearts of the people. The rural teachers will be
the actors and also some of the people."

Puppet plays, at which the teachers and children are unbe-
lievably skilled, have a large place in the open-air theater.
Native music; native dances, in the revival of which there is
considerable interest in Mexico; plays based on the everyday
life of the people, on the revolution, and on Mexican folklore,
are other fields in the revival of which there is much
Many of the plays used are 'written by the teachers. Mim-
eographed copies of such plays are distributed by the Fed-
eral Department of Education for use -in gtheir exact form
or to suggest the preparation of other prays. A booklet of
plys especially designed for the use of the open-air theaters
and written bY more skiked authors is available also for gen-
eral use in the schools. At present a staff member of the de-
partment is at work studying the open-air theater situation
with a view to compiling a number of plays suitable for pro-
duction by the schools. The results of this study will doubtless
he published and distributed by the Government, adding to the
available literature and doubtless suggesting new and addi-
tional functions tvg4ich the open-air theater can perform.

So the open-ah4chod1 theater in at least half of the communi-
ties served by rural schools is as much a part of the school
program as is the school garden, the playground, the flower
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garden, the school drug store, or the adult evening classes. It

fills a real need, too, for the more definite community activities,

sull as concerts of the adult village band; few, if any, villages

are without at least one band. To the small string orchestra,

the recreation clubs widely fostered among children and youth,

the theater offers a setting and an incentive for increased recre-

ational and educational activities, substituting for prevailing

ones of a less desirable type.
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